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A two-field Hamiltonian gyrofluid model for kinetic Alfve´n waves retaining ion finite
Larmor radius corrections, parallel magnetic field fluctuations and electron inertia, is
used to study turbulent cascades from the MHD to the sub-ion scales. Special attention is
paid to the case of imbalance between waves propagating along or opposite to the ambient
magnetic field. For weak turbulence in the absence of electron inertia, kinetic equations
for the spectral density of the conserved quantities (total energy and generalized cross-
helicity) are obtained. They provide a global description, matching between the regimes
of reduced MHD at large scales and electron reduced MHD at small scales, previously
considered in the literature. In the limit of ultra-local interactions, Leith-type nonlinear
diffusion equations in the Fourier space are derived and heuristically extended to the
strong turbulence regime by modifying the transfer time appropriately. Relations with
existing phenomenological models for imbalanced MHD and balanced sub-ion turbulence
are discussed. It turns out that in the presence of dispersive effects, the dynamics is
sensitive on the way turbulence is maintained in a steady state. Furthermore, the total
energy spectrum at sub-ion scales becomes steeper as the generalized cross-helicity flux
is increased.
1. Introduction
In addition to its intrinsic astrophysical interest and its relevance for space weather,
solar wind is often viewed, thanks to the high-quality of in situ data obtained by Earth
orbiting spacescraft, as a natural laboratory for collisionless plasma turbulence (Bruno
& Carbone 2013, 2016). It appears that Alfve´n waves play a dominant role both at
large scales (Belcher & Davis 1971) and at sub-ion scales, where they are referred
to kinetic Alfve´n waves (Sahraoui et al. 2009; Alexandrova et al. 2009; Salem et al.
2012; Podesta 2013). Turbulence mostly results from the nonlinear interactions between
counter-propagating Alfve´n waves. Since the waves are emitted at the Sun’s surface, re-
flection on density gradients is often invoked for generating backward-propagating waves
(Perez & Chandran 2013). Furthermore, solar-wind Alfvenic turbulence is usually in an
imbalanced regime characterized by an excess of energy carried by outward propagating
waves (Tu et al. 1989; Lucek & Balogh 1998; Wicks et al. 2013). The degree of imbalance
is greatly dependent on the type of wind (Tu et al. 1990) and also on the distance from
the Sun (Roberts et al. 1987; Marsch & Tu 1990).
Imbalanced turbulence was the object of theoretical and numerical studies, mostly
at MHD scales where the flow is almost incompressible, with negligible dispersive and
kinetic effects. In the context of strong turbulence, various phenomenological models have
been proposed (Lithwick et al. 2007; Chandran 2008; Beresnyak & Lazarian 2008; Perez
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2& Boldyrev 2009; Podesta & Bhattacharjee 2010), but at this date no real consensus
has been reached (see Chen (2016) for review). For example, while Lithwick & Goldreich
(2003) predict´5{3 power laws for the energy spectra of both outer and inner propagating
waves, the model of Chandran (2008) only prescribes an entanglement relation for the
spectral exponents. These two models also lead to very different scalings for the ratio of
the transfer rates with the outer-scale energy ratio. An intermediate phenomenology by
Beresnyak & Lazarian (2008) seems, on this point, in better agreement with numerical
simulations (Beresnyak & Lazarian 2009). Nevertheless, significant imbalance makes the
numerics delicate, in part because it reduces the strength of the nonlinear interactions
and thus requires both long integration times and high spatial resolution. Using reduced
MHD (RMHD) equations with regular (rather than hyper) viscosity and diffusivity,
Perez & Boldyrev (2009) found, independently of the level of the velocity magnetic field
correlation, a ´3{2 power law for both types of waves. This exponent is interpreted by
taking into account a dynamical alignment between the velocity and magnetic field, an
effect which depletes the strength of the nonlinear coupling. This correction however leads
to a theoretical prediction for the variation of the ratio of transfer rates with the ratio
of the energies at a given scale which is not supported by the numerics (Beresnyak &
Lazarian 2010). Even in the absence of imbalance, a regime where numerical simulations
at higher resolutions have recently been performed, the MHD spectral exponents are in
fact still debated, simulations by Perez et al. (2012) showing a ´3{2 energy spectrum,
and those of Beresnyak (2014) an exponent close to ´5{3. At the level of theoretical
analysis, Mallet et al. (2017), retaining the disruption by magnetic reconnection of the
sheet-like structures formed by dynamically aligned Alfvenic turbulence, recently predicts
a steepening at small scales of a -3/2 large-scale spectrum. Furthermore, transition
from MHD to sub-ion scales in imbalanced turbulence was addressed by Voitenko & De
Keyser (2016), assuming that the energy fluxes associated to parallel and anti-parallel
propagating waves are scale-independent, in spite of wave dispersion.
The above contributions concern the strong turbulent regime for which no systematic
theory is available. Differently, in the case of weak turbulence, kinetic equations can
be systematically derived for the densities of the quadratic invariants. Weak Alfvenic
turbulence was studied in the framework of incompressible MHD (Ng & Bhattacharjee
1996; Goldreich & Sridhar 1997; Galtier et al. 2002) and later on in the context of
Hall-MHD (Galtier 2006). Weak turbulence at the sub-ion scales was addressed using
electron-MHD (EMHD) by Galtier & Bhattacharjee (2003); Lyutikov (2013) and Galtier
& Meyrand (2015). Kinetic equations for imbalanced weak Alfve´n waves turbulence in
the MHD range are analyzed and simulated in Lithwick & Goldreich (2003).
The aim of the present paper is to provide a framework for a uniform description
of imbalanced Alfve´n-wave turbulence from the MHD to the sub-ion scales, neglecting
the coupling to other types of waves. For this purpose, a two-field gyrofluid derived in
Passot et al. (2018) as a reduction of a more general model of Brizard (1992) is used. It
involves a strong spectral anisotropy, consistent with solar wind observations (MacBride
et al. 2008; Sahraoui et al. 2010). This reduced model, which displays an Hamiltonian
structure, retains ion finite Larmor radius (FLR) corrections, parallel magnetic field
fluctuations and electron inertia. It describes Alfve´n waves and dispersive Alfve´n waves
(DAWS) at MHD scales, kinetic Alfve´n waves (KAWs) at sub-ion scales and also inertial
kinetic Alfve´n waves (IKAWs) at scales smaller than the electron skin depth de (Passot
et al. 2017; Chen & Boldyrev 2017). This last regime was recently observed in numerical
simulations (Roytershteyn et al. 2018).
Imbalanced Alfvenic turbulence, as described by the two-field gyrofluid, is amenable to
a systematic approach in the weak-turbulence regime. In addition to their own interest,
3weak turbulence kinetic equations can be used as a starting point for a rigorous derivation,
under the assumption of strong spectral locality, of nonlinear diffusion equations in
Fourier space. This model can be heuristically extended to strong turbulence, as the
cascade phenomenology of the two regimes mostly differs by the characteristic transfer
time. Special attention is payed to the condition for the existence, in the imbalanced
regime, of stationary cascades resulting from a large-scale driving. In the framework of
weak MHD turbulence, a complete solution of the problem cannot be found without
prescribing additional conditions (Lithwick et al. 2007). It turns out that in the presence
of diffusive effects, the phenomenon of pinning of the spectra at the dissipation scales,
first reported by Grappin et al. (1983) in the framework of EDQNM closure for strong
imbalanced turbulence, permits the determination of both the energy fluxes and the
spectral indices which are found to be non-universal. The pinning effect was later observed
in numerical simulations of kinetic equations for weak visco-diffusive MHD turbulence
(Lithwick & Goldreich 2003) and in direct integration of three-dimensional diffusive MHD
and RMHD equations (Perez et al. 2012). An interesting question is whether dissipation
and pinning still play a crucial role in the presence of dispersive effects. In this context,
it is worth mentioning that pinning was recently observed in direct simulations of three-
dimensional EMHD displaying a direct energy cascade and an inverse cascade of magnetic
helicity (Cho & Kim 2016).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the two-field gyrofluid model is
presented, together with the quadratic invariants (energy and generalized cross helicity).
The model is also written in terms of the linear eigenmodes, which conveniently leads to
dynamical equations for the Alfve´n-wave amplitudes. In Section 3, the weak turbulence
formalism is implemented, leading to kinetic equations for the spectral density tensor of
the Alfve´n modes. The equations for the energy and generalized cross-helicity spectra
are specified in the case of negligible electron inertia in Section 4. In Section 5, a
simplified model is derived, based on the assumption of strongly-local interactions. It
is governed by nonlinear diffusion equations in the spectral space, in the spirit of Leith’s
phenomenological model for hydrodynamic turbulence and Zhou & Matthaeus (1990)
model for MHD flows. Section 6 provides a phenomenological extension of this model to
the strong turbulence regime, by heuristically adjusting the transfer time. Section 7 is
devoted to the study of the energy and generalized cross helicity cascades in weak and
strong turbulence, obtained as stationary solutions of the corresponding diffusion models.
Section 8 is the Conclusion.
2. A two-field gyrofluid model
The plasma dynamics results from perturbations of a homogeneous equilibrium state
characterized by a density n0, isotropic ion and electron temperatures T0i and T0e, and
subject to a strong ambient magnetic field of amplitude B0 along the z-direction. The
various characteristic scales are conveniently measured in terms of the sonic Larmor
radius ρs “ cs{Ωi, where cs “
a
T0e{mi is the sound speed and Ωi “ eB0{pmcq the ion
gyrofrequency, in the form
di “
c
2
βe
ρs, de “
c
2
βe
δρs, ρi “
?
2τρs, ρe “
?
2δρs, (2.1)
where βe “ 8pin0T0e{B20 , δ2 “ me{mi is the electron to ion mass ratio and τ “ T0i{T0e.
We have here defined the particle Larmor radii (r “ i for the ions, r “ e for the electrons)
by ρr “ vth r{Ωr where the particle thermal velocities are given by vth r “ p2Tr{mrq1{2
4and the inertial lengths by dr “ vA{Ωr where vA “ B0{p4pin0miq1{2 “ cs
a
2{βe is the
Alfve´n velocity.
The two-field gyrokinetic model derived in Passot et al. (2018) as a restriction of the
model of Brizard (1992), isolates the Alfve´n wave dynamics. By construction, gyrofluids
involve the gyrokinetic scaling (see e.g. Howes et al. (2006)). Assuming a strong ambient
field, it prescribes an anisotropic dynamics with transverse scales much smaller than the
parallel ones. As only low frequencies compared to the ion gyrofrequency are retained,
fast magnetosonic waves average out. Furthermore, in the two-fluid model, slow waves
are decoupled as a result of the prescribed asymptotics which assumes small βe. For
larger βe, Landau damping can act more efficiently on slow rather than on Alfve´n waves,
justifying a two-field description. Similar reductions were presented both in the context
of compressible Hall-MHD (Bian & Tsiklauri 2009) and at sub-ion scales (Boldyrev et al.
2013). In addition to ion FLR corrections and parallel magnetic fluctuations, the model
retains electron inertia as well as an electron FLR contribution which becomes relevant
when the ion-electron temperature ratio τ is comparable to or larger than the inverse
electron beta 1{βe. This model, which displays a Hamiltonian structure, covers a spectral
range extending from the MHD scales (large compared to the ion inertial length di) to
scales comparable to the electron skin depth de. The considered scales are nevertheless
taken large compared to the electron Larmor radius ρe in order to prevent the full FLR
electron corrections to be relevant. This requires that ρe{de “ β1{2e be small enough, a
regime where Landau damping can efficiently homogenize electron temperatures along
the magnetic field lines. The present model thus assumes isothermal electrons, which is
a good approximation when neglecting dissipation phenomena (Tassi et al. 2016; Sulem
et al. 2016).
2.1. Formulation of the model
The model (which retains no dissipation process) is written as equations for the electron
gyrocenter number density Ne and the parallel component of the magnetic potential A},
in the form
BtNe ` rϕ,Nes ´ rBz, Nes ` 2
βe
∇}∆KA} “ 0 (2.2)
Btp1´ 2δ
2
βe
∆KqA} ´ rϕ, 2δ
2
βe
∆KA}s ` rBz, 2δ
2
βe
∆KA}s `∇}pϕ´Ne ´Bzq “ 0,(2.3)
with the parallel magnetic fluctuations Bz and the electrostatic potential ϕ given byˆ
2
βe
` p1` 2τqpΓ0 ´ Γ1q
˙
Bz “
ˆ
1´ pΓ0 ´ 1
τ
q ´ Γ0 ` Γ1
˙
ϕ (2.4)
Ne “
ˆ
pΓ0 ´ 1
τ
q ` δ2∆K
˙
ϕ´ p1´ Γ0 ` Γ1qBz. (2.5)
Here, ∆K “ Bxx ` Byy is the Laplacian in the plane transverse to the ambient field
and rf, gs “ BxfByg ´ ByfBxg the canonical bracket of two scalar functions f and g.
Furthermore, Γn denotes the (non-local) operator Γnp´τ∆Kq associated with the Fourier
multiplier Γnpτk2Kq, defined by Γnpxq “ Inpxqe´x where In is the modified Bessel function
of first type of order n. For a scalar function f , the parallel gradient operator ∇‖ is defined
by
∇‖f “ ´rA‖, f s ` BfBz . (2.6)
The equations are written in a nondimensional form, using the following units: Ω´1i for
5time, ρs for the space coordinates (and thus ρ
´1
s for the wavenumber components), the
ambient magnetic field B0 for the parallel magnetic fluctuations Bz, the equilibrium
density n0 for the electron gyrocenter density Ne, Te{e for the electric potential ϕ
and B0ρs for the parallel magnetic potential A}. The ion and electron particle number
densities ni and ne are given by
ni “ ne “ Ne `Bz, (2.7)
the latter equality being only valid in the absence of electron inertia and FLR contribu-
tions. An advantage of the present formulation is that it provides a continuous transition
between the MHD and the sub-ion ranges.
Introducing the operators
L1 “ 2
βe
` p1` 2τqpΓ0 ´ Γ1q (2.8)
L2 “ 1` 1´ Γ0
τ
´ Γ0 ` Γ1 (2.9)
L3 “ 1´ Γ0
τ
´ δ2∆K (2.10)
L4 “ 1´ Γ0 ` Γ1 (2.11)
Le “ 1´ 2δ
2
βe
∆K, (2.12)
one writes Bz “M1ϕ, with M1 “ L´11 L2, and Ne “ ´M2ϕ, where M2 “ L3 ` L4L´11 L2
is positive definite, as numerically seen on its Fourier transform. Thus, Bz and ϕ can be
expressed in terms of Ne.
At the level of the linear approximation, one easily checks that the phase velocity
vph “ ω{kz is given by the dispersion relation
v2ph ”
ˆ
ω
kz
˙2
“ 2
βe
k2K
1` 2δ2k2Kβe
1´ xM1 ` xM2xM2 , (2.13)
where the caret refers to the Fourier symbol of the operator. The associated operator
Vph is given by
Vph “ sp´∆Kq1{2p1´M1 `M2q1{2M´1{22 L´1{2e , (2.14)
where s “ p2{βeq1{2 is the equilibrium Alfve´n velocity in sound speed units. In physical
space, the eigenmodes satisfy the conditions
˘VphM2ϕ´ s2∆KA} “ 0 (2.15)
or
Λϕ˘ sA} “ 0, (2.16)
where
Λ “ D´1e p1`M2 ´M1q1{2M1{22 (2.17)
and D2e “ p´∆KqLe. Defining M3 “ 1`M2 ´M1, Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3) rewrite
BtM2ϕ´ s2Bz∆KA} ` rM3ϕ,M2ϕs ` s2rA}, ∆KA}s “ 0 (2.18)
BtLeA} ` BzM3ϕ` rp1´M1qϕ,LeA}s ´ rA},M2ϕs “ 0. (2.19)
Applying the operator Λ{M2 on the first equation and the operator sL´1e on the second
one, adding and subtracting the resulting equations and introducing the generalized
6Elsasser potentials (which identify with the linear eigenmodes)
µ˘ “ Λϕ˘ sA}, (2.20)
leads to
Btµ˘ ˘ VphBzµ˘ ` Λ
M2
 rM3ϕ,M2ϕs ` s2rA}, ∆KA}s(
˘sL´1e
 rp1´M1qϕ,LeA}s ´ rA},M2ϕs( “ 0, (2.21)
which rewrites, using Λϕ “ 12 pµ` ` µ´q and A} “ 12s pµ` ´ µ´q,
Btµ˘ ˘ VphBzµ˘
`1
4
Λ´1D´2e M3
!
rΛ´1M3pµ` ` µ´q, Λ´1M2pµ` ` µ´qs ` rpµ` ´ µ´q, ∆Kpµ` ´ µ´qs
)
˘1
4
D´2e ∆K
!
rpµ` ´ µ´q, Λ´1M2pµ` ` µ´qs ` rLepµ` ´ µ´q, Λ´1p1´M1qpµ` ` µ´qs
)
“ 0.
(2.22)
From Eq. (2.22), it is easily seen that, in the MHD limit (where M2 “ ´∆K and sub-
dominant terms associated e.g. to the Hall effect are neglected), only counter-propagating
waves are interacting, as expected. In this regime, Eq. (2.22) indeed reduces to the RMHD
equations (Schekochihin et al. 2009)
Bt∆Kµ˘ ˘ VphBz∆Kµ˘ ` 1
2
 rµ`, ∆Kµ´s ` rµ´, ∆Kµ`s ¯∆Krµ`, µ´s( “ 0. (2.23)
Remark: In the MHD range, µ˘ “ ϕ˘ sA} where the potentials ϕ and A} are related
to the transverse ion velocity uKi and the transverse magnetic field BK by uKi “ pzˆ∇ϕ
and BK “ ´pz ˆ∇A}, with pz denoting the unit vector in the direction of the ambient
magnetic field. It follows that the transverse Elsasser variables z˘ “ uKi˘sBK are given
by z˘ “ pz ˆ∇µ¯.
2.2. Limiting forms of the model
Equations (2.2)-(2.3) reduce to several classical systems found in the literature when
restricted to large or small scales with respect to the ion gyroradius, with and without
electron inertia. Table 1 summarizes the asymptotic forms of the various operators in four
limiting cases discussed below. The equations, whose numbers are given in the table, all
admit an Hamiltonian structure and are given by:
‚Two-field HRMHD for DAWs
BtA} `∇}
˜
ϕ´ 2
βe
1
1` 2βe
∆Kϕ
¸
“ 0 (2.24)
Bt∆Kϕ` rϕ,∆Kϕs ` 2
βe
∇}∆KA} “ 0. (2.25)
These equations, which extend to three dimensions the model of Grasso et al. (1999),
identify with the HRMHD equations (E19)-(E20) of Schekochihin et al. (2009) when
neglecting the parallel ion velocity ui and assuming that Bz is ”slaved” to the potential
ϕ. At small βe, HRMHD is often further simplified by taking M1 “ 0 (this supresses the
second term in the parenthesis of Eq. (2.24) which accounts for the Hall effect), leading
to the two-field RMHD equations.
‚Two-field reconnection model (Schep et al. (1994); see also Eqs. (143)-(144) of Tassi
7DAWs: 2-field Reconnection KAWs: ERMHD IKAWs
HRMHD model
τk2K ! 1 τk2K ! 1 τk2K " 1 τk2K " 1
βe À 1 and δ “ 0 βe ! 1 and δ ‰ 0 βe À 1 and δ “ 0 βe ! 1 and δ ‰ 0
τ ! 1 τ ! 1 τ „ 1 τ " 1
xM1 p1` 2βe q´1k2K 0 βe2 p1` 1τ q βe2
xM2 k2K k2K βe2 p1` 1τ ` 2βi q βe2 p1` 2βi ` 2δ2βe k2Kq
pΛ c1` 2βe
1` 2
βe
k2K
c
1`k2K
1` 2δ2
βe
k2K
1
kK
b
1
τ
` 1
τ2
` βe
2
p1` 1
τ
q2
c
βe
2
p1`δ2k2Kqp1` 2βi `
2δ2k2K
βe
q
kK
c
1` 2δ2
βe
k2K
pVph sc1` 2βe1` 2
βe
k2K s
c
1`k2K
1` 2δ2
βe
k2K
skK
b
1`τ
1` βe
2
p1`τq
s2kKc
p1` 2
βi
` 2δ2
βe
k2Kqp1` 2δ
2
βe
k2Kqq
Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25) (2.26)-(2.27) (2.28)-(2.29) (2.30)-(2.31)
Table 1. Asymptotic forms of the Fourier symbols (indicated by a caret) of the operators M1,
M2, Λ and Vph, together with the corresponding equation numbers, in four different regimes.
(2017) and references therein)
Btp1´ 2δ
2
βe
∆KqA} ´ rϕ, 2δ
2
βe
∆KA}s `∇} pϕ´∆Kϕq “ 0 (2.26)
Bt∆Kϕ` rϕ,∆Kϕs ` 2
βe
∇}∆KA} “ 0. (2.27)
‚ERMHD for KAWs (Schekochihin et al. (2009); Boldyrev et al. (2013))
BtA} `∇}p1` 1τ qϕ “ 0. (2.28)
Btϕ´
2τ
βe
1` βe2 p1` τq
∇}∆KA} “ 0. (2.29)
‚IKAW model (Chen & Boldyrev (2017); Passot et al. (2017))
Btp1´ 2δ
2
βe
∆KqA} ´ rϕ, 2δ
2
βe
∆KA}s `∇}ϕ “ 0 (2.30)
Bt
ˆ
1` 2
βi
´ 2δ
2
βe
∆K
˙
ϕ´ rϕ, 2δ
2
βe
∆Kϕs ´ 4
β2e
∇}∆KA} “ 0, (2.31)
where βi “ τβe refers to the ion beta parameter.
82.3. Quadratic invariants
The system (2.2)-(2.3) preserves the energy E and the generalized cross-helicity C,
defined as
E “ 1
2
ż ´ 2
βe
|∇KA}|2 ` 4δ
2
β2e
|∆KA}|2 ´Nepϕ´Ne ´Bzq
¯
d3x, (2.32)
C “ ´
ż
Ne
´
1´ 2δ
2
βe
∆K
¯
A}d3x. (2.33)
Note that C was defined with an opposite sign in Passot et al. (2018).
For proving the conservation of energy and generalized cross helicity, one notices that
Ne, ϕ´Ne´Bz and ϕ´Bz result from the action of Hermitian operators on ϕ and that
M2 and M3 “ 1`M2 ´M1 are positive definite. One can thus writeż
Bttpϕ´Ne ´BzqNeudx “ 2
ż
pϕ´Ne ´BzqBtNed3x (2.34)
and ż
NeBzpϕ´Ne ´Bzqd3x “ 0. (2.35)
In terms of the previously defined operators and of the generalized Elsasser potentials,
the two invariants rewrite
E “ 1
2
ż  
s2pDeA}q2 ` pDeΛϕq2
(
d3x (2.36)
“ 1
4
ż  pDeµ`q2 ` pDeµ´q2( d3x (2.37)
C “
ż
M2Λ
´1
ˆ
µ` ` µ´
2
˙
Le
ˆ
µ` ´ µ´
2s
˙
d3x. (2.38)
Using p1{sqM2Λ´1Le “ D2eV ´1ph , and the Hermitian character of the involved (commu-
tating) operators, one also finds
C “
ż ˆ
µ` ` µ´
2
˙
D2eV
´1
ph
ˆ
µ` ´ µ´
2
˙
d3x
“ 1
4
ż "´
V
´1{2
ph Deµ
`
¯2 ´ ´V ´1{2ph Deµ´¯2* d3x, (2.39)
2.3.1. Limiting forms of the invariants
The first term in the rhs of Eq. (2.32) corresponds to the magnetic energy, the second
one to the parallel electron kinetic energy, while the third one includes both internal
energy and a term which, at MHD scales, is dominated by the perpendicular ion kinetic
energy. The latter becomes subdominant at small scales due to ion FLR effects, as a
result of the Λ operator in the second term of the rhs of Eq. (2.36). It then reduces
to the perpendicular electron kinetic energy modified by electron FLR. These latter
contributions are here retained only through the δ2 term in Eq. (2.5) which is relevant
when βi is of order unity or larger. The complete form of the energy in the sub-de range
is given by Eq. (5.13) of Passot et al. (2017).
It is also of interest to discuss the forms taken by the generalized cross-helicity when
considered in the large or small-scale limit.
‚ In the MHD range, Ne “ ∆Kϕ which also corresponds to the ion vorticity (with a
single component ωiz along the z direction). The invariant C thus reads C “ ´
ş
ωizA}d3x
9which, after integration by parts, also rewrites C “ ´ şuKi ¨BKd3x, i.e. the opposite of
the usual cross-helicity. Alternatively, in terms of magnetic helicity, one has for small τ
C “ p2{βe ` 1q
ş
BzA}d3x.
‚ At sub-ions scales (leaving out the electron inertia and FLR contributions), Bz and
Ne are proportional to ϕ, and thus the generalized cross-helicity is proportional to the
magnetic helicity which arises in imbalanced EMHD studied by Kim & Cho (2015). More
precisely, from Ne “ ´M2M´11 Bz “ ´pL3L´12 L1 ` L4qBz, one has
C “
ż
pL3L´12 L1 ` L4qBzpLeA}qd3x. (2.40)
At these scales, where one can take Γ0 “ 0 and Γ1 “ 0,
C “
ż ˆ
1` 1
1` 1{τ
ˆ
2
βi
´ 2δ
2
βe
∆K
˙˙
Bz
`
LeA}
˘
d3x (2.41)
«
ż
pLeBzqpLeA}qd3x` 2βe ` βi
ż
BzpLeA}qd3x. (2.42)
In Eq. (2.42), δ2∆K ! 1 has been assumed. It is interesting to note that in the
incompressible limit where the beta parameters tend to infinity, C “ şpLeBzqpLeA}qd3x,
thus recovering, in the quasi-transverse limit, the generalized magnetic helicities of
EMHD (Biskamp et al. 1999), or of extended MHD when the ion velocity is taken to zero
(Eq. (35) of Abdelhamid et al. (2016)).
The fact that the quantity C provides a generalization of the cross-helicity at sub-ion
scales is easily seen when considering Eq. (2.39). This expression clearly indicates the
way the operator Vph renormalizes the usual cross-helicity, a quantity measuring the
degree of imbalance between forward and backward propagating waves.
2.4. Fourier-modes representation
Using the same notation for the operators and their Fourier symbols, the Fourier
components cσkk “ DepkKqµσkk of the fields Deµ˘, where σk “ ˘, obey
Btcσkk ` σkvphpkKqBzcσkk ´
ż ÿ
σp,σq
pz ¨ ppˆ qqLσkσpσqkKpKqKcσpp cσqq δpp` q ´ kqdpdq “ 0 (2.43)
with
L
σkσpσq
kKpKqK “
1
4
1
ΛpkKqDepkKqΛppKqDeppKqΛpqKqDepqKq!
M3pkKqM3ppKqM2pqKq ´ σpσqM3pkKqΛppKqΛpqKqq2K
´σkσpk2KΛpkKqΛppKq
´
M2pqKq ` LeppKqt1´M1pqKqu
¯)
, (2.44)
where one also has (using 1´M1 “M3 ´M2)
M2pqKq`LeppKqt1´M1pqKqu “M3pqKq`s2δ2p2Kt1´M1pqKqu “M3pqKqLeppKq´M2pqKq.
(2.45)
Furthermore, when denoting by α, β and γ the interior angles of the pkK, pK, qKq triangle,
one has
pz ¨ ppˆ qq “ kKpKqK sinα
kK
“ kKpKqK sinβ
pK
“ kKpKqK sin γ
qK
. (2.46)
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2.5. Detailed conservation laws
Symmetrizing the interaction vertex in the form
V
σkσpσq
kpq “
1
2
pz ¨ ppˆ qq´LσkσpσqkKpKqK ´ LσkσqσpkKqKpK¯ , (2.47)
one has
1
2
Bt
ÿ
σk
|cσkkK |2 “
ż ÿ
σkσp,σq
V
σ´kσpσq
´kKpKqKc
σp
p c
σq
q c
σk
k δpp` q ` kqdpdq, (2.48)
with here V
σ´kσpσq
´kKpKqK “ V
σkσpσq
kKpKqK
. One easily checks that
V
σkσpσq
kKpKqK
` V σpσqσkpKqKkK ` V
σqσkσp
qKkKpK
“ 0. (2.49)
Defining
Spk|p, qq “
ÿ
σkσp,σq
V
σkσpσq
kKpKqK
c
σp
p c
σq
q c
σk
k δpp` q ` kq, (2.50)
one thus has
1
2
Bt
ÿ
σk
|cσkkK |2 “
ż
Spk|p, qqdpdq (2.51)
with
Spk|p, qq ` Spp|q,kq ` Spq|k,pq “ 0, (2.52)
which indicates that the Fourier modes associated to the triads ˘k,˘p,˘q exchange
energy conservatively.
The detailed conservation of the generalized cross helicity is obtained in a similar way,
based on the identity
σk
vphpkKqV
σkσpσq
kKpKqK
` σp
vphppKqV
σpσqσk
pKqKkK
` σq
vphpqKqV
σqσkσp
qKkKpK
“ 0 (2.53)
which is established by writing
σk
vphpkKq “
σk
s
M2pkKq
k2KΛpkKq
“ σk
s
ΛpkKqM2pkKq
k2KΛpkKq2
“ σk
s
ΛpkKqLepkKq
M3pkKq (2.54)
and thus, after making the substitution 1´M1pkKq “M3pkKq ´M2pkKq,
σk
vphpkKqV
σkσpσq
kpq “
2
s
ΦpkK, pK, qKq
!
σkΛpkKqLepkKq pM3ppKqM2pqKq ´M3pqKqM2ppKqq
´σkσpσqΛpkKqΛppKqΛpqKqpq2K ´ p2KqLepkKq
´M2pkKq rσpΛppKq pM3pqKqLeppKq ´M2pqKqq ´ σqΛpqKq pM3ppKqLepqKq ´M2ppKqqs
)
,
(2.55)
where
ΦpkK, pK, qKq “ 1
16
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
ΛpkKqDepkKqΛppKqDeppKqΛpqKqDepqKq (2.56)
is invariant by circular permutation of the variables.
2.6. Interaction representation
The interaction representation is obtained by defining
aσkk “ eiω
σk
k tck (2.57)
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with ωσkk “ σkvphpkKqkz. Equation (2.43) rewrites
Btaσkk ´
ż ÿ
σp,σq
eiΩ
σkσpσq
k;pq tV
σkσpσq
kpq a
σp
p a
σq
q δpp` q ´ kqdpdq “ 0, (2.58)
with
Ω
σkσpσq
k;pq “ ωσkk ´ ωσpp ´ ωσqq “ σkvphpkKqk} ´ σpvphppKqp} ´ σqvphpqKqq}. (2.59)
3. Weak-turbulence kinetic equations
Beyond the possible presence of weak KAW turbulence in natural plasmas (Moya et al.
2015), this regime, where the characteristic time of the nonlinear effects is significantly
longer than the period of the waves, has the advantage of being amenable to a systematic
theory. It is of great interest for understanding statistical dynamics of driven and
dissipating complex systems, as discussed in Newell et al. (2001). As some of the
properties concerning the spectral transfer of the quadratic invariants are common for
weak and strong turbulence, the study of the former can shed light on the latter.
We concentrate on the three-wave couplings which are dominant in weak incompressible
MHD when retaining the interactions mediated by the kz “ 0 modes (Ng & Bhattacharjee
1996). As pointed out by Schekochihin et al. (2012), at least in the case of a finite periodic
domain where continuity relatively to kz cannot be assumed, the non-dispersive MHD
regime could require discriminating between the propagating Alfve´n waves (characterized
by a non-zero wavevector component kz) and two-dimensional perturbations in the
transverse spectral plane. These modes which mediate the interaction between counter-
propagating Alfve´n waves obey a dynamics governed by the two-dimensional MHD
equations with an oscillatory nonlinear source representing the coupling of two counter
propagating Alfve´n waves. Influence of the couplings to purely two-dimensional modes in
numerical simulations of weak incompressible MHD turbulence is discussed in Meyrand
et al. (2015). This difficulty can be avoided when retaining dispersion originating from
kinetic effects. Dispersion becoming evanescent in the large-scale limit, one can suspect
that an upper bound is to be assumed for the largest considered scales. Note also that in
contrast with whistler turbulence which remains weak at all the scales (Lyutikov 2013;
Meyrand et al. 2018), weak KAW turbulence is expected to become strong at scales small
enough for the linear and nonlinear times to become comparable (see Goldreich & Sridhar
(1997) for the case of MHD turbulence and also Passot & Sulem (2015) for KAWs). Direct
numerical simulations of this transition in the incompressible MHD regime are presented
in Meyrand et al. (2016).
The weak-turbulence kinetic equations are obtained by repeating the analysis done in
Section 3.1 of Galtier & Meyrand (2015). Indeed, being real, the vertex V
σkσpσq
kpq obeys
V
σkσpσq
kpq “ pV σkσpσq´k´p´qq˚, (3.1)
where ˚ stands for the complex conjugate. It is furthermore symmetric in p and q (and
simultaneously in pσp, σqq. For k “ 0, p “ ´q, thus leading to
V
σkσpσq
0pq “ 0. (3.2)
One also has
V
σkσpσq
kpq “ V σkσpσqk´p´q “ V σkσpσq´k´p´q (3.3)
and
V
σkσpσq
kpq “ V ´σk´σp´σqkpq . (3.4)
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Introducing the ensemble average x¨y and assuming statistical spatial homogeneity, one
defines the spectral density tensor Qσkσk1 such that
xaσkk aσk1k1 y “ Qσkσk1k δpk ` k1q. (3.5)
In the context of weak turbulence, only the correlations of modes with the same σ are
resonant and contribute to the dynamics. Furthermore, for a time t large compared to
the period of the waves,ż t
0
exppiΩσkσpσqk;pq t1qdt1 “
exppiΩσkσpσqk;pq t´ 1q
iΩ
σkσpσq
k;pq
“ piδpΩσkσpσqk;pq q ` iPV
˜
1
Ω
σkσpσq
k;pq
¸
, (3.6)
where PV is the principal value of the convolution integral (see e.g. Benney & Newell
(1969)).
One thus gets (δσ
1
σ denoting the Kronecker symbol)
BtQσσ1k δσ
1
σ “ 4pi
ż ÿ
σ˘k,σ˘p,σ˘q
δpk ´ p´ qqδpΩσkσpσqk;pq q
V
σσpσq
kpq
´
V
σpσ´qσk
p´qk Q
σ´qσq
q δ
σq
σ´qQ
σ1σk
k δ
σk
σ1 ` V σqσ´pσkq´pk Qσ´pσpp δσpσ´pQσ
1σk
k δ
σk
σ1
`V σ1σ´pσ´q´k´p´q Qσ´pσpp δσpσ´pQσ´qσqq δσqσ´q
¯
dpdq. (3.7)
Using the notation Qσk “ Qσσk and Ωσkσpσqkpq “ Ωσkσpσq´k;pq , the above equation rewrites
BtQσk “ 4pi
ż ÿ
σp,σq
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq q
V
σσpσq
´kpq
´
V
σpσqσ
p´q´kQ
σq
q Q
σ
k ` V σqσpσq´p´kQσpp Qσk ` V σσpσqk´p´qQσpp Qσqq
¯
dpdq. (3.8)
As a consequence of the symmetries of the vertex, one gets the kinetic equation
BtQσk “ 4pi
ż ÿ
σp,σq
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq q
V
σσpσq
kpq
!´
V
σpσqσ
pqk Q
σq
q ` V σqσpσqpk Qσpp
¯
Qσk ` V σσpσqkpq Qσpp Qσqq
)
dpdq. (3.9)
Limiting forms of the interaction vertex V
σσpσq
kpq in the MHD and sub-ion ranges are given
in Appendix A.
4. Kinetic equations for negligible electron inertia
Concentrating in this Section on scales large compared to the electron skin depth de
in order to make electron inertia negligible, one first notes that
M3pkKq pM3ppKqM2pqKq ´M3pqKqM2ppKqq “
M3pkKqM3ppKqM3pqKq
ˆ
M1pqKq ´ 1
M3pqKq ´
M1ppKq ´ 1
M3ppKq
˙
(4.1)
and
1
ΛpkKqΛppKqΛpqKq
!
´ σpσqM3pkKqΛppKqΛpqKqq2K ´ σkσpk2KΛpkKqΛppKqM3pqKq
)
´tpØ qu “ ´σpσqM3pkKq
ΛpkKq pq
2K ´ p2Kq ´ σkk2K
ˆ
σpM3pqKq
ΛpqKq ´
σqM3ppKq
ΛppKq
˙
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“
ˆ
σq
M3pkKqM3ppKq
ΛpkKqΛppKq ´ σp
M3pkKqM3pqKq
ΛpkKqΛpqKq
˙ˆ
σkk
2K
ΛpkKq
M3pkKq ` tk Ø pu ` tpØ qu
˙
`M3pkKq
Λk
ˆ
p2KΛppKqM3pqKq
ΛpqKqM3ppKq ´ tpØ qu
˙
, (4.2)
where tp Ø qu refers to the same expression where pσp, pKq and pσq, qKq have been
exchanged. Introducing the functions ξpkKq “ ΛpkKq{M3pkKq “ s{vphpkKq and RpkKq “
p1´M1pkKqq{ΛpkKq, one gets
V
σkσpσq
kpq “
1
8
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
kKpKqK
! σk
ξpkKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙
σkσpσq
`
σkk
2KξpkKq ` tk Ø pu ` tpØ qu
˘
` 1
ξpkKqξppKqξpqKq
`
p2Kξ2ppKq ´ q2Kξ2pqKq `RppKqξppKq ´RpqKqξpqKq
˘ )
. (4.3)
One easily checks that
p2Kξ2ppKq ´ q2Kξ2pqKq `RppKqξppKq ´RpqKqξpqKq “ 0. (4.4)
It is furthermore convenient to define the quantity
S
σkσpσq
kpq “
1
8
pz ¨ ppˆ qq σkσpσq
kKpKqK
`
σkk
2KξpkKq ` tk Ø pu ` tpØ qu
˘
(4.5)
and to rewrite
V
σkσpσq
kpq “
σk
ξpkKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙
S
σkσpσq
kpq . (4.6)
The resulting vertex for the coupling of the µk-modes is consistent with Eq. (6.4) of
Voitenko (1998), directly derived from the Vlasov-Maxwell equations.
When kK, pK and qK are the sides of a triangle, one has the property that, relatively
to a permutation of these variables, S
σkσpσq
kpq is invariant or change sign, depending on
the positive or negative signature of the permutation.
The next step is to substitute the vertex given by Eq. (4.6) into the kinetic equation
(3.9). One first easily checks that
V
σkσpσq
kpq V
σpσqσk
pqk “
σkσp
ξpkKqξppKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙ˆ
σq
ξpqKq ´
σk
ξpkKq
˙
pSσkσpσqkpq q2
V
σkσpσq
kpq V
σqσpσk
qpk “ ´
σkσq
ξpkKqξpqKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σk
ξpkKq
˙
pSσkσpσqkpq q2
pV σkσpσqkpq q2 “
1
ξ2pkKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pSσkσpσqkpq q2. (4.7)
Note that exchanging pK and qK together with σp and σq in V
σkσpσq
kpq V
σqσpσk
qpk gives
V
σkσpσq
kpq V
σpσqσk
pqk . Under this transformation, δpk ` p ` qq and δpΩσσpσqkpq q remain un-
changed. It follows thatż ÿ
σp,σq
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq qV σσpσqkpq V σqσpσqpk Qσpp Qσkdpdq
“
ż ÿ
σp,σq
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq qV σσpσqkpq V σpσqσpqk Qσqq Qσkdpdq. (4.8)
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The kinetic equation thus rewrites
BtQσk “ 4pi
ÿ
σp,σq
ż
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq qQσpp
!” 1
ξ2pkKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pSσσpσqkpq q2
ı
Q
σq
q
´2
” σσq
ξpkKqξpqKq
´ σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
¯´ σp
ξppKq ´
σ
ξpkKq
¯
pSσσpσqkpq q2
ı
Qσk
)
dpdq. (4.9)
Note that, as ξ “ s{vph and σ{ξ “ σvph{s, the kinetic effects enter the above weak
turbulence equations only through the definition of the phase velocity vph.
4.1. Detailed conservation laws
Detailed-conservation of the invariants is easily checked by rewriting the kinetic equa-
tion in the more symmetric form
BtQσk “ 4pi
ÿ
σp,σq
ż
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq q
! 1
ξ2pkKq
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pSσσpσqkpq q2Qσpp Qσqq
´
” σσq
ξpkKqξpqKq
´ σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
¯´ σp
ξppKq ´
σ
ξpkKq
¯
pSσσpσqkpq q2Qσpp Qσk
´
” σσp
ξpkKqξppKq
´ σq
ξpqKq ´
σp
ξppKq
¯´ σq
ξpqKq ´
σ
ξpkKq
¯
pSσσpσqkpq q2Qσqq Qσk
)
dpdq. (4.10)
The resonance conditions
k} ` p} ` q} “ 0 (4.11)
σvphpkKqk} ` σpvphppKqp} ` σqvphpqKqq} “ 0 (4.12)
lead to
1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙
“ 1
p}
ˆ
σq
ξpqKq ´
σk
ξpkKq
˙
“ 1
q}
ˆ
σk
ξpkKq ´
σp
ξppKq
˙
. (4.13)
It follows that
BtQσk “ 4pi
ÿ
σp,σq
ż
δpk ` p` qqδpΩσσpσqkpq qωσk
” 1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙ı2pSσσpσqkpq q2`
ωσkQ
σp
p Q
σq
q ` ωσpp QσkQσqq ` ωσqq QσkQσpp
˘
dpdq. (4.14)
Proof of the detailed conservation of energy and generalized cross helicity at the
level of the kinetic equations is based on the observation that the integrand in the rhs
appears as the product of ωσk and of a quantity Ψ
σkσpσq
ωkωpωq which is invariant under circular
perturbation of the wavevectors and of the corresponding sigma’s. When summing on
σk and integrating on k to get the energy, the resulting integrand can be rewritten
p1{3q pωk ` ωp ` ωqqΨσkσpσqωkωpωq , which vanishes because of the resonance condition. In
the case of the generalized cross helicity where, before summation and integration, the
equation is multiplied by σk{vphpkKq, the factor ωk is replaced by σkωk{vphpkKq “ k}
and the same argument as before can be used, based on the resonance condition for the
parallel wave numbers.
4.2. Transversally isotropic turbulence
Assuming isotropy in the transverse plane,
ş
dpdqδpk ` p ` qq can be replaced by
2pi
ş
dp}dq}δpk} ` p} ` q}q
ş
∆kK
p1{ sinαqdpKdqK where ∆kK is the domain of the ppK, qKq-
plane limited by the triangular inequalities |pK´qK| ď kK ď pK`qK. It is also convenient
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to introduce the energy and generalized cross helicity spectra
EpkK, k}q “ pi2 kK
ÿ
σ
Qσk (4.15)
ECpkK, k}q “ pi2
kK
vphpkKq
ÿ
σ
σQσk, (4.16)
so that
Qσk “ 1pikK
`
EpkK, k}q ` σvphpkKqECpkK, k}q
˘
. (4.17)
Noting that for a function fpσk, σp, σqq such that fpσk, σp, σqq “ fp´σk,´σp,´σqq,ÿ
σk,σp,σq
σpfpσk, σp, σqq “ 0, (4.18)
it turns out that only nonlinear couplings of the form EE and ECEC arise in the equation
for E, while in the equation for EC , only terms of the form EEC are present. The
resonance condition ωσkk “ ´ωσpp ´ ωσqq leads to a fully symmetric equation in p and
q, which permits transformation of the coupling between modes p and k into coupling
between modes q and k. One finally gets
BtEpkK, k}q “ 116
ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
ż
∆k
δpk} ` p} ` q}qδpΩσkσpσqkpq q
1
kKpKqK
ˆ
sin γ
qK
˙
„
1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pσkk2KξpkKq ` σpp2KξppKq ` σqq2KξpqKqq2
ωσkk ω
σp
p tEpqK, q}qrpKEpkK, k}q ´ kKEppK, p}qs ` σqvphpqKqECpqK, q}q
rσkpKvphpkKqECpkK, k}q ´ σpkKvphppKqECppK, p}qsudpKdqKdp}dq} (4.19)
BtECpkK, k}q “ 116
ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
ż
∆k
δpk} ` p} ` q}qδpΩσkσpσqkpq q
1
kKpKqK
ˆ
sin γ
qK
˙
„
1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pσkk2KξpkKq ` σpp2KξppKq ` σqq2KξpqKqq2
σkω
σk
k ω
σp
p
vphpkKq tEpqK, q}qrσkvphpkKqpKECpkK, k}q ´ σpvphppKqkKECppK, p}qs
`σqvphpqKqECpqK, q}qrpKEpkK, k}q ´ kKEppK, p}qsudpKdqKdp}dq}. (4.20)
As previously defined, ωσkk “ σkvphpkKqk} and ξpkKq “ p2{βeq1{2{vphpkKq.
In the sub-ion range where vph „ kK, the above system formally identifies with the
kinetic equations given by Galtier & Bhattacharjee (2003) in the framework of EMHD
for whistler waves when the dynamics is quasi-transverse.
Remark: At the level of the above kinetic equations for an isotropic turbulence in the
transverse plane, the energy conservation is immediately recovered by noticing that the
integrand changes sign when exchanging pkK, k}, σkq and ppK, p}, σpq. The conservation of
the generalized cross helicity is less straightforward. The integrand appears in this case
as the product of a fully invariant quantity when pkK, k}, σkq, ppK, p}, σpq and pqK, q}, σqq
are exchanged, multiplied by the sum of four terms
A “ k}ωσpp σkvphpkKqpKEpqK, q}qECpkK, k}q (4.21)
B “ k}ωσpp σqvphpqKqpKEpkK, k}qECpqK, q}q (4.22)
C “ ´k}ωσpp σpvphppKqkKEpqK, q}qECppK, p}q (4.23)
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D “ ´k}ωσpp σqvphpqKqkKEppK, p}qECpqK, q}q (4.24)
Here, B can be replaced by q}ω
σp
p σkvphpkKqpKEpqK, q}qECpkK, k}q. Using both the reso-
nance conditions, A`B can be replaced by p}pωσkk `ωσqqq qvphpkKqpKEpqK, q}qECpkK, k}q.
Furthermore, C can be changed into ´p}ωσkk σkvphpkKqpKEpqK, q}qECpkK, k}q and D,
through a circular permutation, into ´p}ωσqq σkvphpkKqpKEpqK, q}qECpkK, k}q. After these
substitutions, the sum of the four contributions to the integrand vanishes, thus ensuring
detailed conservation.
5. A strongly-local model in the weak turbulence regime
Still considering scales large compared to de, we concentrate on a simplified model
which only retains interacting triads such that kK « pK « qK and k} « p} « q} (supposed
to be small and roughly constant). In this limit, the weak-turbulence kinetic equations
reduce to partial differential equations (see e.g. Dyachenko et al. (1992) in the case of
four-wave coupling). Note however that nonlocal interactions can be significant in the
presence of dissipative processes. Their relevance in Alfvenic turbulence with Landau
damping is considered theoretically in Howes et al. (2011) and numerically in Told et al.
(2015) where it is observed that roughly 30% of the energy transfer to small scales in the
kinetic range of KAW turbulence is mediated by interaction with modes at much larger
scale. Nevertheless, as dissipative effects are not retained in the present paper, we choose
to keep the model fully local.
Let us first formally rewrite the kinetic equations in the form
BtEpkK, k}q “
ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
ż
∆k
T
σkσpσq
kpq dpKdqKdp}dq} (5.1)
BtECpkK, k}q “
ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
ż
∆k
T
σkσpσq
Ckpq dpKdqKdp}dq}, (5.2)
where in the equation for the energy spectrum
T
σkσpσq
kpq “ ´Tσpσkσqpkq . (5.3)
Following Galtier & Buchlin (2010) who performed a similar analysis in the case of MHD
turbulence, one multiplies the equation for the energy spectrum by an arbitrary test
function fpkK, k}q and integrate on 0 ă kK ă `8 and ´8 ă k} ă `8. Exchanging kK
into pK, k} into p} and σk into σp, one gets
Bt
ż
kKk}
EpkK, k}qfpkK, k}qdkKdk} “ż
kK
ż
k}
1
2
ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
ż
∆k
T
σkσpσq
kpq rfpkK, k}q ´ fppK, p}qsdkKdpKdqKdk}dp}dq}.(5.4)
For local interactions,
fpkK, k}q ´ fppK, p}q « pkK ´ pKq BfBkK ` pk} ´ p}q
Bf
Bk} , (5.5)
where in the rhs the second term is negligible compared to the first one. Writing pK “
kKp1 ` pKq and qK “ kKp1 ` qKq, assuming that only transverse wavenumbers pK and
qK such that |kK ´ pK|{kK ă  and |kK ´ qK|{kK ă  can significantly interact with kK,
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one obtains, by integrating by part in kK and noting that the function f is arbitrary,
BtEpkK, k}q “ ´12
B
BkK
˜ ÿ
σk,σp,σq
ż
p},q}
dp}dq}
ż `ε
´ε
ż `ε
´ε
dpKdqKεpKk
3KT
σkσpσq
kpq
¸
. (5.6)
In order to get the asymptotic form of T
σkσpσq
kpq , one first uses locality in the transverse
directions. The factor
„
1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
implies that non-negligible couplings
require σp “ ´σq, indicating that, in this asymptotics, only counter-propagative waves
can interact, even in the dispersive range. Furthermore, defining Ω
σσpσq
kpq “ Ω´σσpσq´kpq with
Ω
σσpσq
kpq given by Eq. (2.59), one has
δpΩσkσpσqkpq q “
1
vphpkKqδpσkk} ` σpp} ` σqq}q. (5.7)
The resonance conditions, which reduce to
k} ` p} ` q} “ 0 (5.8)
σkk} ` σpp} ` σqq} “ 0, (5.9)
imply
pσk ´ σpqp} ` pσk ´ σqqq} “ 0, (5.10)
and thus
pσk ´ σpqp} ` pσk ` σpqq} “ 0. (5.11)
It turns out that only the case σp “ σk is relevant. Otherwise, the resonance frequency
condition reduces to δpp}q “ 0 and with the factor p} originating from ωσpp , the integral
vanishes. It follows that q} “ 0 and thus k} “ ´p}:. As a consequence, δpk} ` p} `
q}qδpΩσσpσqkpq q can be replaced by p1{vphqδpq}qδpk} ` p}q. At the level of the discrete
summation, as σq “ ´σp “ ´σk, only the summation on σk is to be carried out. Within
the local approximation,
1
kKpKqK
ˆ
sin γ
qK
˙„
1
k}
ˆ
σp
ξppKq ´
σq
ξpqKq
˙2
pσkk2KξpkKq ` σpp2KξppKq ` σqq2KξpqKqq2ωσkk ωσpp
« ´2?3v2phpkKq (5.12)
Furthermore, neglecting again the contribution of parallel variations,
pKEpkK, p}q ´ kKEppK, k}q « εpKk3K BBkK
ˆ
EpkK, k}q
kK
˙
(5.13)
and EpqK, 0q is also approximated by EpkK, k}q.
As a consequence (after taking into account the sum on σk), the contribution of the
non-helical term in the equation for the energy spectrum reduces to
C
B
BkK
ˆ
k6KvphpkKqEpkK, k}q BBkK
ˆ
EpkK, k}q
kK
˙˙
(5.14)
: Note that this condition leads to the same difficulty as in the MHD range when assuming
strong transverse locality, even in the presence of dispersion. The interaction with the k} “ 0
mode being still in need of a more complete and rigorous understanding (see e.g. the different
interpretations in Lithwick & Goldreich (2003) and Schekochihin et al. (2012)), we resorted to
use the classical formulation where the k} “ 0 mode is treated on equal footing as the others.
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with
C “
?
3
16
ż `
´
ż `
´
dpKdqK
2
pK “
4
4
?
3
. (5.15)
Similarly, the helical contribution to the same equation is given by
´ C BBkK
ˆ
k6Kv2phpkKqECpkK, k}q BBkK
ˆ
vphpkKqECpkK, k}q
kK
˙˙
. (5.16)
The same procedure is implemented for the generalized cross-helicity spectrum. In fact,
T
σkσpσq
Ckpq does not display exact antisymmetry properties as it is the case for T
σkσpσq
kpq , but
this property is asymptotically recovered in the limit of local interactions where the
dominant interactions correspond to σk “ σp “ ´σq and where vph in the denominator
of the third line of Eq.(4.20) is eliminated by using Eqs. (5.7) and (5.12).
One finally gets the local model
BtEpkKq “ C BBkK
!
k6KvphpkKq
”
EpkKq BBkK
´EpkKq
kK
¯
´vphpkKqECpkKq BBkK
´vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
¯ı)
(5.17)
BtECpkKq “ C BBkK
!
k6K
”
EpkKq BBkK
´vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
¯
´vphpkKqECpkKq BBkK
´EpkKq
kK
¯ı)
, (5.18)
where, to simplify the writing, we dropped the k} argument of the spectra, the longitu-
dinal transfer being assumed to be negligible in the weak-turbulence regime.
It is of interest to rewrite the above system in terms of E˘pkKq “ pEpkKq ˘
vphpkKqECpkKqq{2 which, in the MHD range, identify with the spectral densities of the
usual Elsasser variables, while in the sub-ion range, they involve the electron velocity.
They obey
BtE˘pkKq “ 2C BBkK
„
k6KvphpkKqE¯pkKq BBkK
ˆ
E˘pkKq
kK
˙
¯C BvphBkK k
5KpE´pkKqq2 BBkK
ˆ
E`pkKq
E´pkKq
˙
(5.19)
which, in contrast with the MHD limit considered by Galtier & Buchlin (2010), is non
conservative.
6. Heuristic extension to strong turbulence
6.1. Estimates of the characteristic times
The aim of this Section is to construct a model for strong Alfve´n-wave turbulence,
by phenomenologically adapting the above weak turbulence model. A main difference
between weak and strong turbulence regimes concerns the transfer time. In weak tur-
bulence, it is given by τtr,w “ τ2NL,wωL where τNL,w is the nonlinear time and ωL the
frequency of the linear waves at the corresponding wave vector. The latter is given by
ωL “ vphk} where, in this regime, k} can be viewed as essentially constant and taken
equal to the injection wavenumber kf , as longitudinal transfer is negligible. Inspection
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of Eq. (5.19) suggests estimating the transfer time of E˘ as τt˘r,w “ pk3KvphE¯q´1 and
thus the corresponding nonlinear time by τ˘NL,w “ pk3Kv2phk}E¯q´1{2.
In the strong turbulence regime, parallel transfer, while remaining small, is no longer
negligible, so that k} cannot be assumed constant anymore. Neglecting the effect of
dynamical alignment and the formation of sheet-like structures, it seems reasonable
in this case to replace the nonlinear time τ˘NL,w of the weak turbulence model by
τ˘NL,st “ pk3Kv2ph sE¯q´1{2, where sE¯ “ ş`8´8 E¯pkK, k}qdk}. This time is characteristic of
the stretching by the transverse electron velocity in balanced strong turbulence (Passot &
Sulem 2015; Passot et al. 2018; Cranmer & van Ballegooijen 2003) and is also consistent
with that given by Lithwick et al. (2007) for imbalanced strong MHD turbulence. In all
the regimes, the transfer time τt˘r can be written (Matthaeus et al. 2009; Passot & Sulem
2015)
pτt˘rq´1 “
pτ˘NL,stq´2
vphrk¯} , (6.1)
where rk˘} is the typical inverse parallel correlation length of a ˘ magnetic eddy. If both
waves undergo a strong cascade, rk˘} « k˘} ” pk3K sE˘q1{2, which reproduces the transfer
time of Lithwick et al. (2007). In fact, in a strongly imbalanced regime, the most energetic
wave (hereafter the ` wave), will affect the parallel correlation length of the ´ wave in
such a way that rk´} becomes larger than pk3K sE´q1{2. We model this effect by changing
the definition of rk´} into rk´} “ pk3K sE´q1{2p sE`{ sE´qν{2 (with 0 ď ν ď 1) in order to
ensure a weaker cascade for the ` wave than for the ´ wave. The case ν “ 1 corresponds
to the equality of the two parallel correlation lengths, as in the model of Chandran
(2008). This value of ν does not seem to be supported by numerical simulations where
arbitrarily large ratios ε`{ε´ of the E˘ injection and thus transfer rates can be prescribed
by supplementing appropriate random drivings on the Elsasser variables (Beresnyak &
Lazarian 2009). The model of Beresnyak & Lazarian (2008), which consists in taking forrk´} the geometrical average pk`} k´} q1{2, corresponds to ν “ 1{4 in our formulation. As
will be argued below, the case ν ă 1 can provide a better modeling for the situations
where transfer rates are imposed, but they turn out to lead to unphysical behavior in
the presence of dispersion. This difficulty could result from the conflict between the
prescription of a direct helicity flux with the tendency of the system to develop an
inverse helicity cascade in the dispersive range (Passot et al. 2018). Alternatively to the
prescription of ε` and ε´, one can consider a problem where the spectra E˘pkKq are
fixed at the outer scale, the fluxes adjusting to accommodate the small-scale behavior.
In this case, we show in the following that the model with ν “ 1 provides an adequate
modeling. The observation that in the problem with prescribed energy fluxes one has
to take ν ă 1, while ν “ 1 is more suitable for situations where the energy ratio is
fixed at the outer scale can be argued as follows. In the former case, the wave driving
maintains the characteristics of each type of waves, while in the latter case the frequency
(or wavenumber) of the ´ wave is affected by the interaction with the ` wave, with a
much weaker influence of the external constraint. In the solar wind, the quantities ε`
and ε´ are in fact measured to be of the same order of magnitude (Carbone et al. 2009;
Marino et al. 2009). Correlating the measure of ε`{ε´ with that of E`{E´ at the outer
scale would be of great interest.
In order to provide a formalism permitting the description of both weak and strong
turbulence regimes, and in particular the transition from the former to the latter at small
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scales, we further extend the definition of the effective parallel wavenumber as
rkprq} “ kf ` pk3K sEprqq1{2p sE`{ sE´qp1´rqν{4, (6.2)
where kf is a typical parallel wavenumber at the outer scales (or at scales where energy
is injected). Here prq “ ˘1 and the weak turbulence limit is recovered when sE˘ is small
enough so that rk˘} « kf . Extension of the transfer time formula for retaining nonlocal
interactions can easily be done using integral formulations as in Passot & Sulem (2015)
(see also Pouquet et al. (1976)). As previously mentioned, such nonlocal interactions are
important in the presence of dissipation. They are required in order to obtain a correct
dissipation range when extending the Leith equation for hydrodynamic turbulence to
scales where viscosity is relevant (Clark et al. 2009).
6.2. Fully three-dimensional dynamics
In order to account for the nonlinear transfer along the direction of the ambient
magnetic field, a parallel diffusion is also added to Eq. (5.19). Following Cranmer
& van Ballegooijen (2003) and Chandran (2008), we introduce a term of the form
C}pτt˘rq´1rk2} ´B2E˘pkK, k}q{Bk2}¯ where C} is a constant of the same order of magnitude
as C and rk} “ maxprk`} ,rk´} q. In the strong turbulence regime where kf is negligible with
respect to pk3K sE¯q1{2, the ratio rk˘} {k} reduces to the nonlinearity parameter of the ˘
wave for ν “ 0 and of the ` wave for ν “ 1. This leads to the system
BtE˘pkK, k}q “ 2C 1 BBkK
«
k6Kvph sE¯rk¯}
B
BkK
ˆ
E˘pkK, k}q
kK
˙ff
¯C 1 BvphBkK k
6K
« sE´rk´}
B
BkK
ˆ
E`pkK, k}q
kK
˙
´ sE`rk`}
B
BkK
ˆ
E´pkK, k}q
kK
˙ff
`C}vph k
3K sE¯rk¯} rk2}
B2
Bk2}
E˘pkK, k}q. (6.3)
The constant C 1 is a priori different from the constant C that appears in Eqs. (5.17)-
(5.18). Continuity between the two approaches is ensured when C 1 “ Ckf . In the case
of strong turbulence (with kf “ 0), it may be of interest to look for a special class of
solutions of Eq. (6.3), of the form
E˘pkK, k}q “
sE˘pkKqrk} f˘pζq (6.4)
where ζ “ k}{rk} and the functions f˘ can be chosen such that ş`8´8 f˘pζqdζ “ 1.
Assuming power laws, it is easily seen that, when ν ‰ 1, the existence of separable
solutions requires equal exponents for the two spectra, both in the MHD and the
dispersive regimes. In contrast, no condition holds when ν “ 1. Such self-similar solutions
were analyzed in the MHD case by Cranmer & van Ballegooijen (2003) and by Chandran
(2008) in a model similar to the present one when ν “ 1.
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6.3. Transverse dynamics
In the following, we concentrate on the transverse dynamics and thus integrate Eq.
(6.3) over k}. Dropping the overbar, we get, for the spectra integrated over k},
BtE˘pkKq “ 2C 1 BBkK
«
k6KvphE¯pkKqrk¯}
B
BkK
ˆ
E˘pkKq
kK
˙ff
¯C 1 BvphBkK k
6K
«
E´pkKqrk´}
B
BkK
ˆ
E`pkKq
kK
˙
´ E
`pkKqrk`}
B
BkK
ˆ
E´pkKq
kK
˙ff
.(6.5)
These equations can be rewritten in a conservative form by using the energy and
generalized cross helicity spectra EpkKq “ E`pkKq ` E´pkKq and ECpkKq “ pE`pkKq ´
E´pkKqq{vph. One gets
BtEpkKq “ C
1
2
B
BkK
!
k6Kvph
”EpkKq ´ vphECpkKqrk´}
B
BkK
´EpkKq ` vphECpkKq
kK
¯
`EpkKq ` vphECpkKqrk`}
B
BkK
´EpkKq ´ vphECpkKq
kK
¯ı)
” ´ BεBkK (6.6)
BtECpkKq “ C
1
2
B
BkK
!
k6K
”EpkKq ´ vphECpkKqrk´}
B
BkK
´EpkKq ` vphECpkKq
kK
¯
´EpkKq ` vphECpkKqrk`}
B
BkK
´EpkKq ´ vphECpkKq
kK
¯ı)
” ´ BηBkK (6.7)
where ε and η refer to the energy and the general cross-helicity fluxes. These equations
provide a model for imbalanced turbulence, either weak or strong, depending on the
definition of rk˘} . Equation (6.5) shows that this model only retains interactions between
counter-propagating waves, not only in the MHD range but also at the dispersive scales.
A discussion on the possibility of including co-propagating wave interactions is given in
Section 7.2.4.
7. Transverse cascades
In this Section, finite flux stationary solutions of Eqs. (6.6)-(6.7) are discussed, first in
the weak turbulence limit where analytical solutions can be found, and then in the case
of strong turbulence where a numerical integration of the governing ordinary differential
equations is needed. They correspond to energy and/or generalized cross-helicity cascades
where ε and η are constant and satisfy
´ ε
2C 1
“ k6Kvph
˜
E´pkKqrk´}
B
BkK
E`pkKq
kK
` E
`pkKqrk`}
B
BkK
E´pkKq
kK
¸
(7.1)
´ η
2C 1
“ k6K
˜
E´pkKqrk´}
B
BkK
E`pkKq
kK
´ E
`pkKqrk`}
B
BkK
E´pkKq
kK
¸
, (7.2)
or, defining u˘pkKq “ E˘pkKq{kK,
d
dkK
u˘pkKq “ ´ ε˘ ηvph
4C 1k7Kvph
rk¯}
u¯pkKq . (7.3)
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When ε “ η “ 0, these equations have solutions in the form of thermodynamic spectra
E˘pkKq „ kK and thus EpkKq „ kK and ECpkKq „ kKv´1ph pkKq.
Equation (7.3) can be considered either as an initial value problem when the energy
and generalized cross-helicity fluxes ε and η are given and the spectra E˘ prescribed at
a wavenumber kK “ k0, or alternatively as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for ε and η
where the spectra are specified at k0 and prescribed to decrease to zero at infinity. In the
simple case of the original Leith equation for three-dimensional hydrodynamic turbulence
which involves only the energy flux (Appendix B), the two problems are equivalent, but
this is not necessarily the case in the present context. It is indeed immediately seen that
Eq. (7.3) does not have a satisfactory solution when η ‰ 0. The linear growth of the
phase velocity vph at small scales implies that for kK large enough, depending on the
sign of η, one of the spectra E` or E´ increases with kK. The saturation of vph due
to electron inertia is not sufficient, as an acceptable solution would strongly constrain
the helicity flux η. Thus, both in weak and strong turbulence, simultaneous cascades
of energy and generalized cross-helicity cannot extend to arbitrary small scales. This
observation is not really surprising since, as mentioned in Passot et al. (2018), an inverse
generalized cross-helicity cascade is expected in the dispersive range. Such a cascade can
possibly be captured in the framework of the time evolution problem with an injection
at small scale, as the system could adjust to ensure a zero helicity flux towards large
wavenumbers. This issue is beyond the scope of the present paper.
7.1. Weak turbulence regime
In the weak turbulence case, it is convenient to turn back to Eqs. (5.17)-(5.18). In the
energy cascade, one has
´ ε “ C
2
k7KvphpkKq BBkK
«ˆ
EpkKq
kK
˙2
´
ˆ
vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
q
˙2ff
, (7.4)
while in the generalized cross-helicity cascade,
´ η “ Ck7K
„
EpkKq
kK
B
BkK
ˆ
vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
˙
´ vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
B
BkK
ˆ
EpkKq
kK
˙
. (7.5)
We first consider these equations independently as governing energy and generalized
cross helicity cascades, like in Galtier & Meyrand (2015) who focus on the inverse cascade
of helicity with no constraint on the energy flux (the problem being in this case only
locally stationary). Away from the transition zone between the MHD and the sub-ion
ranges, the phase velocity is a power law vphpkKq „ kmvK , so that we can consider power
law solutions for the energy and generalized cross-helicity spectra in the form EpkKq „
k´m and ECpkKq „ k´mc . One immediately gets m “ 2`mv{2 and mc “ 2` 3mv{2 in
the energy cascade (where we find η “ 0), consistently with the predictions of Galtier &
Bhattacharjee (2003). Differently, in the helicity cascade, we only get the entanglement
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relation m`mc “ 4`mv, which is consistent with a power counting argument performed
on Eqs. (B7) and (B8) of Galtier & Bhattacharjee (2003) :
We now turn to the case of simultaneous cascades in order to study the possible
continuation in the dispersive range of the direct energy and cross-helicity cascades that
are expected in the MHD range. Excluding the case where EpkKq “ |vphpkKqECpkKq| (i.e.
either E`pkKq “ 0 or E´pkKq “ 0), a situation where ε “ η “ 0 (due to the assumption
of ultra-locality which only selects interactions between counter-propagating waves), we
can write
EpkKq
kK
“ ρpkKq coshφpkKq (7.6)
vphpkKqECpkKq
kK
“ ρpkKq sinhφpkKq, (7.7)
and thus
E˘pkKq “ 1
2
kKρpkKqe˘φpkKq. (7.8)
Note that the condition
|ECpkKq| ď EpkKq
vphpkKq , (7.9)
prescribed by the definition of these spectra, is automatically satisfied.
The system rewrites
B
BkK ρ
2pkKq “ ´ 2ε
Ck7KvphpkKq
(7.10)
ρ2pkKq BBkKφpkKq “ ´
η
Ck7K
. (7.11)
Several regimes are then to be distinguished.
7.1.1. Zero generalized cross-helicity flux
When η “ 0, we can prescribe vanishing spectra at infinity, and solve as
ρ2pkKq “ 2ε
C
ż 8
kK
1
k17Kvphpk1Kq
dk1K, (7.12)
with φ “ φ0 given by tanhpφ0q “ vphpk0qEcpk0q{Epk0q. The spectra thus also behave
like power laws with, for spectra E˘pkKq „ k´m˘K , the relations m` “ m´ “ 2 `mv{2
and mc “ 2` 3mv{2. The ratio E`K pkq{E´K pkq “ e2φ0 “ p1` vphpk0qECpk0q{Epk0qq{p1´
vphpk0qECpk0q{Epk0qq is independent of the wavenumber.
7.1.2. Finite generalized cross helicity flux
Let us first address the case of pure MHD (i.e. with a constant vph equal to s), for
which solutions can be continued to infinity, making Eq. (7.12) valid. The energy flux
: Using Eq. (C3) of Galtier & Meyrand (2015) (obtained by applying the Zakharov
transformation to the weak-turbulence kinetic equation), together with a corrected form of
Eq. (C2) involving a cartesian form of the divergence operator (due to the fact that Hk is
the helicity spectral density per perpendicular and parallel wavenumbers), one finds that the
helicity flux associated to this entanglement solution is logarithmic, while it is constant for the
diffusion model. This indicates that in the helicity cascade spectra deviate from pure power laws.
Similar self-similarity breaking arises in the enstrophy cascade of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
turbulence where nonlocal interactions lead to a logarithmic correction in the energy spectrum
(Kraichnan 1971). Specifying the correcting factors in the present problem requires further
analysis of the kinetic equations.
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ε is necessarily non zero and we find ρ2pkKq “ ε{p3Csqk´6K . One then obtains, when
integrating from a wavenumber k0 to kK,
φ “ φ0 ´
ż kK
k0
η
Ck17Kρ2pk1Kq
dk1K “ φ0 ´ 3ηsε ln
kK
k0
, (7.13)
and thus
E˘pkKq “ 1
2
´ ε
3Cs
¯1{2
e˘φ0k´2K
ˆ
kK
k0
˙¯3ηs{ε
. (7.14)
Writing ε˘ “ pε˘ ηsq{2, one gets
m` “ 5ε
` ´ ε´
ε` ` ε´ (7.15)
m´ “ 5ε
´ ´ ε`
ε` ` ε´ , (7.16)
which satisfy the entanglement condition m` ` m´ “ 4. In this case, the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem does not have a unique solution. The spectra can a priori intersect at
a wavenumber which can only be determined by additional physical effects. For example,
in the presence of viscosity, the pinning condition that both spectra become equal at the
dissipation scale (taken to be the same for the two waves), and remain so in the whole
dissipation range, selects a unique solution, as discussed in Lithwick & Goldreich (2003)
and Chandran (2008). Note also that there is a constraint on the fluxes for the spectral
exponents to remain in a range ensuring locality of the interactions (Galtier & Meyrand
2015).
Let us now turn to the more delicate situation where both helicity flux and dispersion
are present. At small scales, where vphpkKq „ kK, assuming again that ρ vanishes at
infinity, ρ2pkKq „ εk´7K , and thus φpkKq „ a`bkK where a and b are constants, the latter
being negative and proportional to η{ε. It results that E˘pkKq „ k´5{2K e˘bkK . These
spectra are not physically relevant in the entire spectral range, as one of the solutions
diverges as kK Ñ `8. In fact, the phase velocity should saturate at kKde ě 1 due to
electron inertia, so that the exponential behavior of the spectra is only a transient that
can be acceptable if η{ε and the saturated value of vph are sufficiently small. The above
behavior nevertheless indicates an exponential decrease of the imbalance at scales where
the system starts becoming dispersive. To support this point we calculate from Eqs. (7.3)
the local slopes of the energy spectra defined as m˘pkKq “ ´d lnpE˘pkKqq{d lnpkKq and
find
m˘pkKq “ ε˘ ηvph
4C 1k6Kvph
rk¯}
u`pkKqu´pkKq ´ 1. (7.17)
We thus have
m`pkKq ´m´pkKq “ 2ηvphkf
4C 1k6Kvphu`pkKqu´pkKq
, (7.18)
which is positive (zero when η “ 0 and growing with kK otherwise), showing that the
spectrum of the dominant wave is steeper than that of the smaller-amplitude one and,
as a consequence, that the two spectra will cross each other.
7.1.3. Numerical solutions
In order to illustrate the previous discussion, we numerically integrated Eqs. (7.3).
Since the original nonlinear eigenvalue problem does not have solutions in the general
case, we resorted to prescribe both the transfer rates ε and η and the values of u˘ at
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a finite wavenumber kd. Inspection of Eqs. (7.10)-(7.11) shows that the value of ρ at kd
should be chosen large enough to prevent the occurrence of singularities. In this case,
for kK ą kd, φ becomes constant, leading to absolute equilibrium spectra. The obtained
solution is similar to a warm cascade (Connaughton & Nazarenko 2004). Nevertheless,
while the range of absolute equilibrium can be suppressed by an accurate prescription
of the energy flux in the Kolmogorov cascade (see Appendix B), in the present situation
the ultraviolet divergence cannot be prevented. From a physical point of view, kd can be
viewed as mimicking the wavenumber where dissipation starts acting, the model being
unable to describe the regime of arbitrarily small dissipation. At this dissipation scale,
pinning of the two spectra is often reported in numerical simulation of viscous- diffusive
MHD (Perez et al. 2012).
It turns out that both in the weak and strong turbulence regimes, there exists a
critical value uc “ rpε{k7dq1{2 of u˘pkdq (with a coefficient r of order unity that we
empirically estimate by a dichotomy process) such that the small-scale spectrum displays
a thermodynamic behavior or a singularity depending on whether u˘pkdq is chosen above
or below uc.
In all the simulations discussed below, we prescribe βe “ 2:, τ “ 1 and zero electron
inertia. It turns out that using Bessel functions in the definition of vph leads to a strong
increase in the computer time. We thus replaced the function Γ0pxq by its usual Pade´
form 1{p1`xq and use for Γ1pxq the function px{2qp1` 0.8x2q´1. Both functions provide
the correct asymptotic behavior at x “ 0 and decay for large x. The coefficient 0.8 was
adjusted to provide a good global fit at the level of the function vph, with a maximal
error less than 3%, localized near x “ 1.
We show, in Fig. 1, EpkKq (red solid line) and |ECpkKq| (green solid line) (left panel),
as well as E`pkKq (red) and E´pkKq (green) (middle panel) for a case of weak generalized
cross-helicity transfer rate (η{ε “ 0.008), but relatively large kd “ 120. Additional
parameters are rk˘} “ 1, C 1 “ 1, ε “ 1 and u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ p1{2qpε{k7dq1{2. The
value 1{2 of the coefficient slightly exceeds the critical value r. The right panel displays
the local slopes m`pkKq and m´pkKq, together with their sum, showing in particular that,
beyond the transition range, where the slopes reach 2.5, the sub-ion range is dominated
by an exponential zone. The sum of the slopes is 4 in the MHD range and 5 in the sub-ion
one. Close to kd, the cross-helicity spectrum becomes negative. Note that changing the
sign of η leads to exchange E`pkKq and E´pkKq and thus the sign of ECpkKq.
As mentioned in Chandran (2008) for imbalanced MHD, as a consequence of pinning,
the larger the dissipation wavenumber, the smaller ε`{ε´ should be for a given value
of E`{E´ at the outer scale. The situation is here similar, pinning being replaced by
the boundary condition at kd. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2 which displays the same
graphs as Fig. 1, but for η{ε “ 0.05 and kd “ 15.
7.2. Strong turbulence regime
It is of interest to analyze, in the various regimes, the predictions that can be made
from Eqs. (7.3) in cases where the parallel wavenumber is no longer constant.
7.2.1. MHD regime
When concentrating on scales large enough for dispersion to be negligible, it is possible
to look for cascades associated to power-law transverse spectra E˘pkKq „ k´m˘K and
constant fluxes ε˘. Several regimes can be distinguished, depending on the amplitude of
the fluctuations.
: In the absence of electron inertia, βe is not constrained to be small.
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Figure 1. Left: Spectra EpkKq (red) and |ECpkKq| (green); Middle: spectra E`pkKq (red)
and E´pkKq (green); Right: Slopes m`pkKq (red), m´pkKq (green) and m` `m´ (blue). The
simulation was performed with βe “ 2, τ “ 1 in the weak turbulence regime in the case of a weak
transfer rate of generalized cross helicity η{ε “ 0.008, but a relatively large value of kd “ 120.
Other parameters are rk˘} “ 1, C 1 “ 1, ε “ 1, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ p1{2qpε{k7dq1{2.
Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for η{ε “ 0.05 and kd “ 15.
‚ When both the parallel and anti-parallel propagating Alfve´n modes have a strong
amplitude, it is legitimate to take kf “ 0. One has
´ ε
prq
4C 1s
“ k9{2K
a
Ep´rqpE
`
E´
q´νpr`1q{4 d
dkK
ˆ
Eprq
kK
˙
, (7.19)
which, by simple power counting, implies for the spectral indices
p1´ ν
2
qm` ` 1` ν
2
m´ “ 5
2
(7.20)
1
2
m` `m´ “ 5
2
, (7.21)
leading to m˘ “ 5{3 when ν ‰ 1 (Lithwick et al. 2007) and to the sole entanglement
relation m` ` 2m´ “ 5, as in Chandran (2008), for ν “ 1.
‹ For ν ‰ 1, the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (fixing E˘pk0q “ E˘0 at a finite transverse
wavenumber k0 together with E
˘ “ 0 at infinity) has a well-defined solution given by
ε` “ 32C
1s
3
k
5{2
0 pE`0 q1´ν{2pE´0 qp1`νq{2 (7.22)
ε´ “ 32C
1
3
k
5{2
0 E
´
0
b
E`0 , (7.23)
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which leads to
rε ” ε
`
ε´
“
ˆ
E`0
E´0
˙p1´νq{2
. (7.24)
The relation E`0 {E´0 “ r2ε predicted by the model of Lithwick et al. (2007) is recovered
for ν “ 0. Direct numerical MHD simulations by Beresnyak & Lazarian (2009) where
the Elsasser fields are randomly driven, seem to indicate that a similar relation holds
but with a slightly larger power of the flux-rate ratio, that can easily be fitted with
an appropriate choice of ν. From Fig. 13 of Beresnyak & Lazarian (2009), one can
estimate ν « 0.2, comparable to the value ν “ 1{4 corresponding to the model of
Beresnyak & Lazarian (2008). Nevertheless, the numerical simulations display spectral
indices that differ from ´5{3, an effect that can be related to finite Reynolds number
or hyperviscosity effects.
‹ For ν “ 1, the problem is in contrast under-determined and we find, as in Chandran
(2008), that ε` and ε´ should be equal for infinitely extended power-law spectra to exist.
Other values of rε are possible if different boundary conditions are prescribed, although
the model cannot accommodate for a ratio rε larger than 2. Indeed, Eqs. (7.19) imply
rε “ pm` ` 1q{pm´ ` 1q which, supplemented by the entanglement relation, gives, for
rε “ 2, m` “ 3 and m´ “ 1, which are the limiting values of the spectral exponents
ensuring the convergence of
ş
E´pkKqdkK. For given fluxes such that rε ă 2, the spectral
exponents are uniquely defined as
m` “ p7rε ´ 2q{prε ` 2q (7.25)
m´ “ p6´ rεq{prε ` 2q. (7.26)
To specify the amplitudes and thus obtain a complete solution of the problem, pinning at
the dissipation scale is requested, as in the weak turbulence case. Equations (7.22)-(7.23)
determines
b
E`0 E
´
0 and the equality of the spectra at the wavenumber kd provides the
extra condition to fix the amplitudes. Differently, if the amplitudes are given, the extra
pinning condition permits the determination of the fluxes, and thus of the spectral
slopes.
‚ For a strongly imbalanced regime where the amplitude of one type of waves is large
and that of the other sufficiently small for rk´} to be dominated by kf , the spectral
exponents obey the conditions m``m´ “ 4 and m`` 2m´ “ 5, which implies m` “ 3
and m´ “ 1. Interestingly, the constraint on the fluxes mentioned for the weak turbulence
regime is no longer necessary.
The behavior of the spectra, together with the local slopes, in the case where they are
taken equal at the wavenumber kd with a ratio E
`{E´ “ 1000 prescribed at kK “ 10´6
is displayed in Fig. 3 for ν “ 0, ν “ 0.8 and ν “ 1. For any value of ν ‰ 1, both spectral
exponents become equal to 5{3 at scales that are larger and larger when ν approaches
1. When ν “ 1, they stay different at all the scales. In all the cases, the entanglement
relation m` ` 2m´ “ 5 is satisfied, except for kK very close to kd. The case ν “ 0.25 is
almost undistinguishable from the one with ν “ 0.
7.2.2. Dispersive regime with η “ 0
In the case η “ 0, we have
m`pkKq ´m´pkKq “ ε
a
u´pkKq
4C 1k4Kvphu`pkKqu`pkKq
˜ˆ
u`pkKq
u´pkKq
˙ ν´1
2
´ 1
¸
. (7.27)
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Figure 3. E` (red) and E´ (green) spectra (top) together with the local slopes (bottom) m`
(red), m´ (green) and m` ` 2m´ (blue) in the strong turbulence regime, for ν “ 0 (left),
ν “ 0.8 (middle) and ν “ 1 (right). The other parameters are ε “ 1, kf “ 0, kd “ 100 with
u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 50pε{k7dq1{2. The values η “ 0.93869 for ν “ 0, η “ 0.33477 for ν “ 0.8 and
η “ 0.07115 for ν “ 1 are chosen such that E`p10´6q{E´p10´6q « 1000 in all the cases.
When ν “ 1, we find that m`pkKq “ m´pkKq (equal to 5{3 or 7{3 in the MHD or sub-ion
ranges respectively), whatever the ratio u`pkKq{u´pkKq. In contrast, when ν ă 1, if we
assume u`pkKq ą u´pkKq, we find that m`pkKq ă m´pkKq, indicating that the spectrum
of the more energetic wave is shallower than that of the lower amplitude one. Under this
hypothesis, the two spectra diverge from each other as kK increases, which is unphysical.
The physically relevant solution is thus u`pkKq “ u´pkKq for all kK corresponding to
m` “ m´ (equal to 5{3 or 7{3 depending on the wavenumber range). We can then
conclude that in the case ν “ 1, an imbalanced regime can be obtained with a zero
helicity flux, as in the weak turbulence regime (see discussion at the end of Sec. 7.1) or,
in the presence of a finite kd, with a value of η{ε that is smaller as kd is increased). Such
a regime is impossible for ν ă 1.
7.2.3. The dispersive regime with η ‰ 0
The typical behavior of Eq. (7.3) at small scales is easily obtained when assuming
ηvph " ε, a situation where one can reasonably assume that kf is negligible. The equations
then reduce to a
u`pkKq d
dkK
u´pkKq “ η
4C 1k5K
(7.28)
a
u´pkKq d
dkK
u`pkKq “ ´ η
4C 1k5K
ˆ
u`pkKq
u´pkKq
˙ν{2
, (7.29)
from which it follows that`
E`pkKq
˘ 1´ν
2 “ λk 1´ν2K ´
`
E´pkKq
˘ 1´ν
2 , (7.30)
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Figure 4. E` (red) and E´ (green) spectra in the strong turbulence regime. Left: for ν “ 1,
ε “ 1, η “ 0.01, kd “ 200, kf “ 0 with u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 0.23552pε{k7dq1{2; Middle: for ν “ 0,
ε “ 0.1, kf “ 0.5, kd “ 60 with u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ pε{k7dq1{2, η “ 0.053752ε (singular point
E´ “ 0 at k˚ « 23); Right: case k˚ ą kd for ν “ 0, ε “ 0.1, η “ 0.015 (giving k˚ « 82) kf “ 0.5,
kd “ 60 when choosing the critical value u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ uc ” 0.405176pε{k7dq1{2 for which
E` decays but E´ tends to the absolute equilibrium.
where λ is a positive constant.
For ν “ 1, we find
E`pkKqE´pkKq “ λk2, (7.31)
compatible with small-scale absolute equilibria and showing that both spectra cannot
tend to zero at infinity. A nearly singular behavior is depicted in Fig. 4 (left) for ε “
1, η “ 0.01, kd “ 200, kf “ 0, when choosing u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ rpε{k7dq1{2 with
r “ 0.23552. For a slightly smaller value of r, E´ (respectively E`) tends to infinity
(respectively zero) at a finite wavenumber, while for larger values of r, they both tend
to absolute equilibria.
For ν ‰ 1, Eq. (7.30) implies that, for η ‰ 0, it is impossible to prescribe that both
spectra vanish at infinity (and in fact one of them will diverge), as was already mentioned
at the beginning of this Section. It also indicates that E´pkKq vanishes at a wavenumber
k˚ such that ηvphpk˚q « ε, close to which the above approximation is no longer valid.
This regime is exemplified in Fig 4 (middle) which displays the E˘ spectra for ν “ 0,
ε “ 0.1, kf “ 0.5, starting the integration at kd “ 60 with u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ pε{k7dq1{2
and choosing (by a dichotomy process) η “ 0.053752ε such that the singular wavenumber
k˚ is slightly smaller than 23, satisfying ηvphpk˚q “ ε. This result indicates that it is more
physically appropriate to choose a value of η such that k˚ ą kd.
The case k˚ ą kd is illustrated in Fig. 4 (right) in a situation where ν “ 0, ε “ 0.1,
η “ 0.015 (giving k˚ « 82) kf “ 0.5, kd “ 60 with u`pkdq “ u´pkdq. We find (again by
dichotomy) that there exists a value uc “ 0.405176pε{k7dq1{2 of u`, such that if u`pkdq ą
uc, absolute equilibrium spectra establish at small scale and if u
`pkdq ă uc, a singularity
is present. When choosing u`pkdq “ uc, one can ensure that the E` spectrum decays.
The E´ spectrum nevertheless tends to the absolute equilibrium solution. The smaller
η{ε is, the larger is the wavenumber k˚ and the smaller is the imbalance at large scale.
Note that retaining electron inertia in the function vph does not change qualitatively the
above conclusion, and in particular the fact that one of the spectra displays an absolute
equilibrium range at small scales. Figure 4 also shows that the ratio E`{E´ is small
in the MHD range and tends to increase at dispersive scales before decreasing to unity
at the pinning scale. As announced, this observation suggests that in the presence of
dispersion, the case ν “ 1 provides a better model. Indeed, Fig. 5 (left) shows in this
case (for ε “ 1, η{ε “ 0.005, with kd “ 500, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 103pε{k7dq1{2 and kf “ 0)
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Figure 5. A case with ν “ 1, ε “ 1, η{ε “ 0.005, kd “ 500, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 103pε{k7dq1{2,
kf “ 0. In the top panels are shown the E˘ spectra (left), and rk˘} (right), while in the bottom
panels are displayed the local slopes m˘pkKq together with m` ` 2m´ (in blue) (left) and the
nonlinearity parameters χ˘ “ pk3KE˘pkKqq1{2{rk˘} (right). In all these graphes, red (green) color
refer to ` ( ´) waves.
that, in the MHD range, the E˘ spectra display a significant imbalance (in spite of a
ratio ε`{ε´ “ 1.01) with similar slopes close to ´5{3 (bottom left). Note the large values
of the coefficient entering the expression of u˘pkdq. This choice is necessary, when kd is
taken large, to ensure moderate values of E`pkKq{E´pkKq in the MHD range.
In the sub-ion range, the low-amplitude wave displays a clear transition towards a
k
´7{3
K energy spectrum, while the spectrum of the more energetic one is not a power law,
the local slope increasing up to the pinning wavenumber. This phenomenon is also visible
on the parallel wavenumber (identical for both waves) displayed in the top right panel,
which scales like k
2{3
K at large scales and undergoes a transition with local slopes smaller
than 1{3. As expected, the nonlinearity, parameters χ˘ “ pk3KE˘pkKqq1{2{rk˘} (bottom
right) are such that χ` is equal to unity and χ´ ! 1, with a tendency to increase at
small scales.
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Figure 6. A case with ν “ 1, ε “ 1, η{ε “ 0.045, kd “ 200, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 2ˆ103pε{k7dq1{2,
kf “ 5ˆ 10´3 where the ´ component remains in the weak turbulence regime, while the ` one
undergoes a transition to strong turbulence. In the top panels are shown the E˘ spectra (left),
and rk˘} (right), while in the bottom panels are displayed the local slopes m˘pkKq together with
m` ` 2m´ (in blue) (left) and the nonlinearity parameters χ˘ “ pk3KE˘pkKqq1{2{rk˘} (right). In
all these graphs, red (green) color refer to ` ( ´) waves.
A situation displaying a transition from weak to strong turbulence within the frame-
work of the model with ν “ 1 is displayed in Fig. 6, where ε “ 1, η{ε “ 0.045, with
kd “ 200, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 2ˆ 103pε{k7dq1{2 and kf “ 5ˆ 10´3. In the top panels are
shown the E˘ spectra (left) and rk˘} (right), while in the bottom panels are displayed the
local slopes m˘ “ ´pd{d ln kq lnE˘pkKq, together with m` ` 2m´ (in blue) (left) and
the nonlinearity parameters χ˘ (right). We clearly see that the ” ` ” component starts
in a weak regime but rapidly undergoes a transition towards strong turbulence, while
the ” ´ ” component remains in the weak regime. In the graph displaying the parallel
wavenumber, we have superimposed a 2{3 power law showing that the critical balance is
reached for kK ą 0.1, as confirmed by the values of the nonlinearity parameters.
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Figure 7. Left: total energy spectra obtained for η “ 0 (red), η “ 2ˆ10´3 (green), η “ 5ˆ10´3
(blue), η “ 8 ˆ 10´3 (black) and η “ 9 ˆ 10´3 (violet), with ε “ 1, kd “ 200, kf “ 0,
u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 0.6pε{k7dq1{2; Right: normalized cross-helicity spectrum ECpkKq{EpkKq for
η “ 2ˆ 10´3 and η “ 9ˆ 10´3, the other parameters being the same as in the left panel.
Another issue concerns the sensitivity of the energy spectrum to the degree of im-
balance. We considered the strong turbulence model with ν “ 1, as it does not lead to
unphysical divergences. When prescribing η “ 0 and varing the ratio E`{E´, the energy
spectrum always reduces to power laws with exponents ´5{3 at MHD scales and ´7{3
in the sub-ion range. More interesting is the case of a non-zero generalized flux of cross-
helicity. Figure 7 (left) displays the energy spectra obtained for η “ 0 (red), η “ 2ˆ10´3
(green), η “ 5ˆ 10´3 (blue), η “ 8ˆ 10´3 (black) and η “ 9ˆ 10´3 (violet), keeping all
the other parameters fixed (ε “ 1, kd “ 200, kf “ 0, u`pkdq “ u´pkdq “ 0.6pε{k7dq1{2).
The imbalance, measured by the ratio E`{E´ at k0 “ 10´4 increases with η, taking
the respective values 0, 9.55, 425.56, 36175 and 1.91 ˆ 105. As η increases, the energy
spectrum becomes slightly steeper than k
´5{3
K in the MHD range while, in the sub-ion
range, the k´7{3 domain that establishes in the balanced regime reduces, being replaced
by a decay faster than a power law. Such a steepening of the sub-ion KAW spectrum
was also observed in fully kinetic particle-in-cell simulations in the imbalanced regime
(Grosˇelj et al. 2018). We also show in Fig. 7b the normalized cross-helicity spectrum
ECpkKq{EpkKq for η “ 2ˆ 10´3 and η “ 9ˆ 10´3, the other parameters being the same
as in the left panel. This quantity is constant in the MHD range, as observed in the solar
wind (Podesta & Borovsky 2010). However, while the decay of EC{E observed at small
scales is due, as mentioned by the authors, to numerical noise in the data processing, in
the present model, the k´1K range obtained at sub-ion scales is a physical effect.
7.2.4. Effect of co-propagating waves interactions
It is remarkable that for strong turbulence with ν ă 1, the imbalance measured as
the ratio E`{E´ increases with kK in the dispersion range. In order to check that this
behavior is not a consequence of the absence of the co-propagating waves couplings,
following Voitenko & De Keyser (2016), we heuristically modify Eqs. (7.3) to account for
self-interactions between wavenumbers which are comparable but not necessarily asymp-
totically close. Inspection of Eq. (2.58) suggests to define two nonlinear characteristic
frequencies for the mode k propagating in the ˘ direction, γ˘pÒÒqk “ V pÒÒqk |a˘k | and
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γ
˘pÒÓqq
k “ V pÒÓqk |a¯k |, associated with the interactions between co-propagating pÒÒq or
counter-propagating pÒÓq waves respectively. These frequencies are phenomenologically
estimated by noting that |a˘k | “ kK
a
u˘pkKq and using for V pÒÒqk or V pÒÓqk a semi-
local approximation of the vertex V
σkσpσq
kpq given by Eq. (4.6). This vertex includes a
factor s´1 pσpvphppKq ´ σqvphpqKqq which vanishes when the interactions between co-
propagating waves (σp “ σqq are strongly local. In contrast, for moderately local
interactions, this factor is not zero and, since vph{s «
a
1` r1´ 1{p1` s2qsk2K for kK ! 1
and vph „ kK for kK " 1, it behaves at large scales like a constant or like k2K depending on
whether contra or co-propagating waves are interacting, while at small scales it scales like
kK in both cases. Furthermore, the factor spσkk2K{vphpkKq`σpp2K{vphppKq`σqq2K{vphpqKqq
in Eq. (4.6) is proportional to k2K{vphpkKq with an undetermined numerical factor which,
in the case of strongly-local interactions, is equal to 3 or 1 for co or counter-propagating
waves. The global inverse transfer time writes
pτ˘tr,Gq´1 “
pγ˘pÒÒqk q2
vphrk˘} `
pγ˘pÒÓqk q2
vphrk¯} . (7.32)
Noting that pV pÒÓqk q2|a¯k |2{vphrk¯} “ pτt˘rq´1 “ pk3Kvph sE¯q{rk¯} , and defining αpkKq “
V
pÒÒq
k {V pÒÓqk , which is an increasing function of kK that is essentially zero in the MHD
range and saturates to a finite value in the dispersive range, the new inverse transfer
time rewrites
pτ˘tr,Gq´1 «
pk4Kvphu¯qrk¯}
˜
1` α2pkKqu
˘pkKq
u¯pkKq
rk¯}rk˘}
¸
. (7.33)
Equation (7.3) is thus replaced by
d
dkK
u˘pkKq “ ´ ε˘ ηvph
4C 1k7Kvph
1ˆ
u¯pkKqrk¯} ` α2pkKqu
˘pkKqrk˘}
˙ . (7.34)
The function α is taken as αpkq “ 3pp1` ck2q1{2´ 1q{pp1` ck2q1{2` 1q in Voitenko & De
Keyser (2016), where c is a slowly varying function of kK that we can here assume to be
constant :. Within Eq. (7.34), the energy spectra E˘ still separate as kK increases in the
dispersive range, thus not qualitatively changing the predictions of the original model.
This feature also holds in the case ν “ 1 which, in the absence of counter-propagating
waves, was displaying a satisfactory behavior. On the other hand, if one makes the
(unjustified) assumption that ε˘ηvph is independent of kK, the results of Voitenko & De
Keyser (2016) are qualitatively recovered by integrating the resulting system with ν “ 0.
8. Conclusion
A two-fluid model is used to study KAW turbulence from the MHD to the electron
scales when neglecting the coupling to other waves. In the weak turbulence regime,
kinetic equations are systematically derived in the case of zero electron inertia, from
which a system of two nonlinear diffusion equations somewhat similar to Leith’s model
for hydrodynamic turbulence is obtained, under the sole assumption of strong spectral
locality. An interesting property of both the kinetic equations and of the diffusion model
: Assuming power law spectra, Eq. (7.34) reproduces Eq. (6) of Voitenko & De Keyser (2016)
for ε´{ε` where ε˘ “ ε˘ ηvph.
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is that all the kinetic effects only appear through the Alfve´n-wave phase velocity. By
adjusting the transfer time, a phenomenological extension of this diffusion model to
strong turbulence is also presented. This model involves the frequencies and thus the
longitudinal correlation lengths of wave packets of opposite polarities. While for the
most energetic wave this length is uniquely defined by the critical balance condition, for
the weaker amplitude one, it is affected by its interactions with the stronger wave in a
way that depends on the process by which turbulence is maintained in a stationary state.
It turns out that in the MHD regime, when the system is driven by prescribing the ε˘
transfer rates, the small amplitude wave correlation rate is reduced by a moderate amount
characterized by a free exponent ν that can be determined by fitting the scaling between
E`{E´ and ε`{ε´ against numerical simulations. This model provides a satisfactory
description of the energy spectra for collisional MHD. Differently, if the dissipation scale
is smaller than the ion transition scale where dispersion starts acting, the above model
displays unphysical features. This results from the conflict between a prescribed cross-
helicity flux in the forward direction and the tendency of the cross-helicity which, at
the dispersive scales, identifies with the magnetic helicity, to undergo an inverse cascade
(Galtier & Meyrand 2015; Passot et al. 2018), as argued on the basis of a Fjørtoft
(1953) argument in HRMHD (Schekochihin et al. 2009) and observed in the numerical
simulations of EMHD (Cho & Kim 2016). In contrast, if the energy spectra are prescribed
at large scales, the transfer rates can adjust freely. This regime being less constrained,
the interaction between the waves lead to comparable correlation length for both waves
as in Chandran (2008), corresponding to ν “ 1. This system can permit a significant
imbalance even for a ratio ε`{ε´ close to unity, with a ratio E`pkKq{E´pkKq that starts
to decrease at the ion scale and reaches 1 at the pinning wavenumber.
In the framework of the diffusion model, the nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the en-
ergy and generalized cross-helicity fluxes when the spectra are prescribed at a wavenum-
ber k0 (corresponding to the outer scales) and assumed to decay to zero at infinity, has
a unique solution in the strong MHD turbulence regime (for ν ă 1) and a manifold of
solutions characterized by a spectral entanglement condition either in weak turbulence
or in strong turbulence when ν “ 1. In the presence of dispersive effects, this problem
is only well posed when η “ 0. The case where both dispersion and helicity flux are
present leads to at least one of the E˘ spectra diverging at infinity, whatever the choice
of the fluxes. Technically, the difficulty originates from the fact that the effective transfer
rates of E` (respectively E´) increases (respectively decreases) as kK increases in the
dispersive range (where these quantities are not conserved). In this situation, we resorted
to study the problem in a finite range of wavenumbers, prescribing the energy spectra
at a large but finite wavenumber kd. Depending on their amplitudes, the solution can
either be singular or develop an absolute equilibrium at smaller scales. Physically relevant
solutions can nevertheless be obtained in the latter case at wavenumbers smaller than kd.
Analogous to what happens with the pinning effect in visco-diffusive MHD, the ratio of
the generalized cross-helicity to the energy flux rates must be small enough, the more so if
kd{k0 is large. In other words, if kd is viewed as the wavenumber limiting the inertial range
at small scales, the present model appears to only permit a finite ”Reynolds number”
depending on the prescribed fluxes. Even though the MHD case is much simpler, one of
the striking consequence of the pinning effect is the sensitivity of the ”inertial” exponents
to the magnitude of the dissipation scale and thus to the Reynolds number, in contrast
with the universal behavior of usual hydrodynamic turbulence.
Another issue concerns the sensitivity of the total energy spectrum to the degree of
imbalance. As the generalized cross-helicity increases, the spectrum becomes steeper,
decaying faster than a power law in the sub-ion range. Observational results on this issue
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are expected from the Parker Solar Probe space mission (Fox et al. 2016) which will
permit exploring solar-wind turbulence at heliocentric distances inside 0.3 au where the
cross-helicity is expected to be larger than at larger distances (Stansby et al. 2019).
Several options are open for further development. It is first natural to regularize the
unphysical small-scale behavior by dissipative processes, such as magnetic diffusivity,
Landau damping or other kinetic processes as discussed in Cranmer & van Ballegooijen
(2003). Looking for stationary solutions in the dissipative case is possible by supple-
menting the model with equations for scale-dependent transfer rates, possibly including
integral expressions for the nonlinear times (Clark et al. 2009; Passot & Sulem 2015).
Another development concerns the time dependent problem where the transfer rates are
not prescribed but adjust dynamically. Such simulations were performed in the case of
imbalanced MHD by Galtier & Buchlin (2010) and Chandran (2008) and for balanced
turbulence with kinetic effects by Cranmer & van Ballegooijen (2003). Extending such
simulations to the dispersive unbalanced regime is outside the scope of the present paper
and will be addressed separately. It will in particular permit the study of the inverse
helicity cascade in the presence of a small-scale forcing.
Other issues concern the model itself. Spectral localization eliminates the interaction
of waves with the same polarization, but this does not seem to strongly affect the
qualitative behavior. Furthermore, the transfer times are taken independent from the
parallel wavenumber, thus imposing a constant flux in the transverse direction. If this
is not the case, a closed equation cannot be written for the spectrum integrated over
k}, thus permitting to the energy and/or the helicity to also flow in the longitudinal
direction. This effect could be consistent with a reduction of the anisotropy at small
scales, reported both in simulations of a reduced model (Boldyrev & Perez 2012) and
with kinetic numerical simulations (Cerri et al. 2017). In any case, direct numerical
simulations of the two-field gyrofluid equations could help clarify these issues and will be
performed in a near future.
Appendix A. Limiting forms of the interaction vertex V
σσpσq
kpq
A.1. RMHD limit
In this case, M1 “ 0, M2 “ k2K, M3 “ 1, De “ k, and thus Λ “ 1. One has
L
σσpσq
kpq “
1
4
1
kKpKqK
`
q2K ´ σpσqq2K ´ σσpk2K
˘
(A 1)
and thus
V
σσpσq
kpq “
1
8
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
kKpKqK
 pq2K ´ p2Kqp1´ σpσqq ´ σk2Kpσp ´ σqq( , (A 2)
where one can also write
pq2K ´ p2Kqp1´ σpσqq ´ σk2Kpσp ´ σqq “ pσq ´ σpqpσk2K ` σpp2K ` σqq2Kq. (A 3)
As a consequence, V
σσpσq
kpq ‰ 0 requires σp “ ´σq, expressing that at large scales, only
counter-propagating waves can interact. In this case,
V
σσp´σp
kpq “
1
4
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
kKpKqK
pq2K ´ p2K ´ σpσk2Kq. (A 4)
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The only non zero elements of the vertex are thus (Galtier et al. 2002; Nazarenko 2011;
Tronko et al. 2013)
V σσ´σkpq “
1
4
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
kKpKqK
pq2K ´ p2K ´ k2Kq “ ´12
pz ¨ ppˆ qqppK ¨ kKq
kKpKqK
(A 5)
V σ´σσkpq “
1
4
pz ¨ ppˆ qq
kKpKqK
pq2K ´ p2K ` k2Kq “ 12
pz ¨ ppˆ qqpqK ¨ kKq
kKpKqK
. (A 6)
A.2. Sub-ion range ρ´1i ! kK ! d´1e
When taking the large-wavenumber limit while neglecting electron inertia, the two-field
model identifies with the ERMHD equations. One finds that in this case the operators
M1 and M2 reduce to constants m1 and m2. Furthermore De “ kK and Λ “ λk´1K where
λ “ p1`m2 ´m1q1{2m1{22 . In this regime
L
σσpσq
kKpKqK “
λ
4m2
"
1´ σpσq qK
pK
´ σσp kK
pK
*
. (A 7)
and thus,
L
σσpσq
kKpKqK ´ L
σσqσp
kKqKpK “
λ
4m2
1
pKqK
 
σpσqpp2K ´ q2Kq ´ kKσpqKσp ´ pKσqq
(
. (A 8)
Writing
σpσqpq2K ´ p2Kq “ σpσqpσqqK ´ σppKqpσqqK ` σppKq
“ pσpqK ´ σqpKqpσppK ` σqqKq, (A 9)
one has
L
σσpσq
kKpKqK ´ L
σσqσp
kKqKpK “ ´
λ
4m2
1
pKqK
pσpqK ´ σqpKqpσkK ` σppK ` σqqKq
“ ´ λ
4m2
σpσq
pKqK
pσqqK ´ σppKqpσkK ` σppK ` σqqKq, (A 10)
leading to
V
σσpσq
kpq “
1
8
c
1`m2 ´m1
m2
σkKpσppK ´ σqqKq
"
σσpσq
sinα
kK
pσkK ` σppK ` σqqKq
*
,
(A 11)
consistent with Galtier & Bhattacharjee (2003).
Appendix B. Leith’s equation for hydrodynamic turbulence
Let us consider the spectral equation phenomenologically introduced by Leith (1967)
to describe the direct energy cascade in three-dimensional hydrodynamic turbulence (see
also Connaughton & Nazarenko (2004))
BtE “ 1
8
Bk
ˆ
k11{2E1{2Bk
ˆ
E
k2
˙˙
. (B 1)
Stationnary solutions associated with a constant energy flux ε are given by
´ ε “ 1
8
k11{2E1{2Bk
ˆ
E
k2
˙
. (B 2)
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Defining X “aE{k2, one easily solves as
X3 “ α` 24
11
εk´11{2, (B 3)
where α is a constant, and gets the general solution
E “ k2pα` 24
11
εk´11{2q2{3. (B 4)
Prescribing that the spectrum vanishes at infinity and is given by Epk0q “ E0 at a finite
wavenumber k0 (which physically corresponds to the injection wavenumber), one is led
to choose an energy flux given by
ε “ ε0 ” 11
24
E
3{2
0 k
5{2
0 , (B 5)
which just expresses the usual phenomenological estimate ε0 “ V 30 {L0 where V0 refers to
the typical velocity at the outer scale L0. If this condition is not satisfied and ε is given
by ε “ ε0 ` ζ, then α “ ´p24{11qζk´11{20 and the solution rewrites
E “ p24
11
q2{3k2
„
´ζk´11{20 `
ˆ
11
24
E
3{2
0 k
5{2
0 ` ζ
˙
k´11{2
2{3
. (B 6)
When ζ ă 0 (i.e. the transfer rate too small relatively to the prescribed spectrum at k0),
the spectrum scales like k2 at large wavenumbers, corresponding to an absolute equilib-
rium regime, classically obtained in the absence of energy flux. Differently, when ζ ą 0
(thus the transfer rate relatively too strong), the spectrum vanishes at a wavenumber
k˚ “ k0
´
1` p11{24qE3{20 k5{20 {ζ
¯2{11
, corresponding to a singularity.
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